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A BICENTENNIAL TOBACCO CROP—These two mule-drawn
wagonloads of dark-fired tobacco were reminiscent of years gone by
Monday as they made their way down Highway 94 to the Murray tobacco
market. Driving the front wagon are Henry Armstrong and Thomas Ar-
mstrong. Handling the team on the rear wagon is Glenn Kelso.
Staff Photo by David Hal
Gov. Carroll To Present Two-Year Budget
To General Assembly
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— Gov.
Julian Carroll says he will present his
proposed budget for the next two fiscal
years to the General Assembly within
three weeks to give the lawmakers
sufficient time to review it before
proposing any changes.
But this year, Carroll said Monday,
he also will present to the General
Assembly what he described as a
"legislative issues document."
Cloudy With Rain
Cloudy with light rain and rain-
showers today possibly changing to
snow flurries before ending. early
tonight. Decreasing ciandlnees Aiste
tonight and Wednesday. High today in
the mid and upper 40s. Low tonight in
the low and mid 20s.
Dr. L. J. Hortin, professor emeritus
and former chairman of the Journalism
Department at Murray State
University, has been elected to serve on
the executive committee of the Ken-
tucky Historical Society during the
coming year.
Others named to the executive
committee include: Dr. Gradie
ttowntree, Louisville physician;
General A. Y. Lloyd, former Morehead
professor; Hunter B. Whitesell, Fulton
attorney; and Richard L. Hagy,
Louisville businessman.
Officers of the state historical society
are president, Dr. Robert Martin,
president of Eastern Kentucky
University; first vice president, Judge
Amos Elben, former judge of the
Kentucky Court of Appeals; second
vice president, Judge Jean L. Auxier,
engineer and attorney; and third vice
president, Robert B. Kinnaird,
president of Kinnaird Chescheir
Insurance Co., Louisville.
Dr. Hortin has combined the careers
of writing and teaching since he taught
his first school at age 18 in Edwards
County, Illinois.
"This document was not a precon-
ceived idea of mine but came out of the
numerous hours that I spent in the
executive budget. In department after
department I raised questions about the
operation of various departments and
raised questions about the policies of
some of the various departments...
"...It soon came to me that some of
the hard decisions that I was
making.. were decisions that I needed
to share with the General Assern-
bly...and that's when the legislative
issue idea came to me,' Carroll said at
a news conference.
The document, he said, "will have in
it numerous questions that we will
raise, moat of which we will answer..."
Carroll said he will tell the legislators
that his budget recommendations are
"based on my best judgement" and if
Dr. L. J. HORTIN
Today at their home in Murray near
the university campus he, with his wife,
Mellie, continues to do historical
Within Three Weeks
they find "the facts to be the same as I
have found them" they should support
his proposals.
But if there is disagreement, "I want
to be so advised so I might reconsider
my recommendation," he said.
"I think those two points speak very
clearly to something I have said many
times and are not new to me," Carroll
said. "Those two points speak to the
question that there is no human being
alive today that's capable of filling the
great responsibility of the governor of
this state that has all the answers to all
the problems.
"And even the answers that he has
are not always the only answer, so I am
sleeking. I am encouraging the General
Assembly to take a look at this proposal
and see whether or not the facts are the
same as we think the facts to be and if
writing and to lecture in the Jesse
Stuart Creative Writing Workshop.
Hortin's degrees are A. B. and Litt.
D. from McKendree College, Lebanon,
nr., and M. A. and Litt. D. from Murray
State University. At Ohio University,
Athens, he was director of the School of
Journalism for 20 years. In 1967 the,
Ohio Newspaper Association awarded
him its highest honor, the
"Distinguished Service to Journalism
Award."
His journalism career began as a
reporter on the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
At Murray State he headed the jour-
nalism and publicity departments from
1928 to 1947. After the 20 years at Ohio,
he returned to Murray State where he
was in charge of journalism from 1967
until his retirement July 1, 1974.
Professor Hortin's friends credit him
with uncovering and establishing the
name of Nathan B. Stubblefield as
Murray's electrical genius, one of the
main pioneers in the invention and
development of radio. A historical
marker to Stubblefield as radio in-
ventor was erected with his leadership
on the Murray State campus.
they are then to support me in this
regard," Carroll said.
"Should they find the facts different
from those that I thought them to be
then I want to know it, because I might
well change my executive recom-




Averages for air-csired tobacco are
up considerably over last year, ac-
cording to the office of Holmes Ellis,
general manager of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association
here.
Monday's sale on the Murray and
May field markets was the last sale of
the season, with a total of 66,792 pounds
sold, for $46,764.06 and an average per
hundredweight of 870.01.
The season totals are 831,644 pounds,
for $681,105.46, and a season average
price of 881.90. This compares with last
year's totals of 668,250 pounds at an
average price of $65.56.
The dark-fired sale will open Mon-
day, January 19, according ,to a
spokesman for Ellis' office.
15' Per Copy
Murray City Firemen may have
saved the life of a local man early this
morning when they rescued him from
his burning home.
Cecil Fitts, 815 North 20th, had gone
back inside his home, apparently to try
and put out the fire, which was in two
bedrooms of the home, when firemen
arrived. Captain Morris Prescott, along
with fireman J. D. Paschall, were in the
house searching for Fitts, when
Prescott found him. He was taken
outside, and preliminary first aid was
given by firemen until ambulance
personnel arrived.
Fitts was listed in serious condition
today at Vanderbilt Hospital in Nash-
The dramtic increase in cancer
deaths in the United States in the past
year, recently disclosed by health of-
ficials, draws attention to the situation
in Calloway County.
What do the latest figures show for
the local area? How does its mortality
rate compare with that in other com-
munities?
Figures released by the National
Center for Health Statistics show that
the increase in the cancer rate
throughout the country as a whole was
more than five times greater than had
been expected.
Instead of a rise of about one per cent,
which had been the norm for many
years, there was a sudden jump of 5.2
per cent. It was the biggest one-year
increase ever recorded.
Thus far the experts are baffled as to
the cause. Some of them suspect that
the surge may be due to a big rise in
lung cancer among women, who are
smoking more than they ever did.
In Calloway County, the figures show,
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vile with second and third degree
burns. He was transferred there after
initial treatment at the local hospital.
Nineteen firemen and four trucks
were on the scene of the fire for about
two hours; the call was received at
12:45 a. m. today.
Firemen were also called at about
2:30 a. m. to the home of Bob Garland,
108 Hickory Drive, where a chair
against a heater was reported as the
cause of a fire. Damage was confined to
a bathroom in the home.
Damage was confined to the
bedrooms and hall at the Fitts home.
Mrs. Fitts was also at home at the time
of the blaze, but was not reported in-
jured.
heart disease among the major causes
of death.
On the basis of the U. S. Public Health
Service's last three annual reports, the
number of deaths in the local area
attributed to cancer in one or more of
its various forms has averaged 45 per
year. Lung cancer was blamed for 7 of
them.
The figures refer to the resident
population only. Deaths of non-
residents are not included.
In terms of population, the local
mortality from the disease was
equivalent to a rate of 165 deaths per
100,000 people.
The average rate nationally, by way
of comparison, was 163 per 100,000. In
(See Cancer, Page 10)
Plans were discussed at a meeting of
the Calloway County Bicentennial
Commission Monday for the
celebration locally of the nation's 200th
anniversary.
Committee co-chairmen are Judge
Robert 0. Miller and Betty Lowery.
Several items of business were
discussed, included celebrations and
events during the year, including July 4
and others.
• ONE INJURED—No one was injured in this accident early today on Highway 641 North, according to state
police. The driver of the soft drink truck was listed as Walter N. Foshee III of Paducah, who told police that he was
southbound on 641, and lost control of his vehicle while trying to avoid another truck that had stopped in front of
him. Staff Mot() by navtd
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Musical Extravaganza Slated At Southwest Elementary School
"Showboat '76," a musical ex-
travaganza, will be presented by the
Sixth Grade Class of Southwest
Calloway County Elementary School on
Thursday, January 15, and Saturday,
January 17, at the school. Gene Bon-
durant is director of the show which will
be presented at 7:15 p. m. each evening
The class has been planning the show
for five months and has been practicing
for ten weeks. The show will offer a
variety of musical numbers, ap-
proximately ninety costumes, scene
changes, and showboat with lights, 10 to
20 feet tall.
The story of "Showboat '76" is a
fictional story in the 1800's about the life
of a riverboat captain and his trials and
experiences along the Mississippi
River.
Southwest Sixth Grade urges each to
attend one of the showings of the
musical program. The doors will open
at the gymnasium at 8:30p. m. and the
show will start at 7:15 p. m. Admission
is $1.50 for eighteen years and over, and
PAO for school age to eighteen years of
81.•
Featured in the program,
"Showboat '76," at Southwest
Calloway Elementary on Thursday
and Saturday at 715 p. m. will be
Karen Cutaway and David Lockhart
in the selection, "Mame."
,
To be featured in the musi(
program, "Showboat 76," at South-
west CaBoway Elementary on Thu'
sday, January 15, and SAturrIA%
January 17, are Vic Stacy and Ion
Murdock in the selection, "Ma. she
Mak'n Eyes At Me." The show mil
start at 7:15 on. each evening.
Gary Murdock and Lisa Dick will be
seen in the number, "Piano Rolf
Blues," during the program on Thur-
sday, January 15, and Saturday,
January 17, at 7:15 p. m. at Southwest
Calloway County Elementary School
The program is entitled "Showboat
76."
Tina Moms will be featured in a
"Hello Dolly" number at the musical
extravaganza, "Showboat 76," to be
presented by the sixth grade at
Southwest Calloway County Elemen-
tary School on Thursday, January 15,
and Saturday, January 17, at 7:15 p. in.
Gene Bondurant, director of the
musical extravaganza, "Showboat
767 to be presented at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School on
Thursday and Saturday at 7:15 p. m.,
purchases the first ticket from Cant&
Lamb, vice-president of the South-
west Parent-Teacher Club. The PTC is
sponsoring the advertising of the
program to be presented by the sixth
grade dass of Southwest School.
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Golden Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rowland
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rowland, 308 Irvan Street, Murray, will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, January
18.
A reception will be held from two to four p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House, hosted by their children, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Rowland of Wyandotte, Mich., Miss Doris Rowland,
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Barnett, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Garland, all
of Murray.
All friends and relatives of the couple are cordially invited to
attend. They request no gifts please.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowland were married January 17, 1926, in
Paris, Tenn. Their attendants were her sister, Louise Mc-
Daniel McGregor, and Hill Gardner, both deceased.
Mrs. Rowland, the. former Laverne McDaniel, is the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Curt McDaniel. Mr. Rowland
is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Rowland, Sr. They
have six grandchildren and two great grandchildren. One
grandson is deceased.
Miss Maria Tapia,MSU Student
From Chile, Speaks At Meeting
The home of Mrs. Don
Rogers, Dogwood Drive, was
the scene of the December
meeting of the Betty Sledd
Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Mrs. Voris Sanderson,
chairman, presided. The call
to prayer and devotional
thoughts were presented by
Mrs. Charles Chilcutt.
Reports were heard con-
cerning mission action
projects for future par-
ticipation.
'The program was presented
by Maria Tapia; a Murray
State student from Chile, who
was assisted by Miss Debbie
Heanley.
Miss Tapia told of Christ-
mas in her homeland and how
the holiday was observed. She
also related the religious,
educational, and political
conditions of her country.
Miss Tapia stressed the im-
portance of the freedom en-
joyed in the United States and
the many opportunities
available to all persons.
The speaker said she plans
to return to Chile following
graduation from the
University, and minister to
her people both in a physical
and a Spiritual way.
Following the program
containers of homemade
cookies were prepared for the
shutins of the church.
A dessert course was served
by Mrs. Rogers to Mesdames
Dick Cottrell, June Cun-
ningham, Nadene Beane, Lois
Sanderson, Barbara Chilcutt,
Becky Hampton, Anne





The general meeting of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women was
held Monday, January 5, at
seven p. m. at the church with
sixteen members present.
A song, "Take My Life and
Let It Be," led by Mrs.
Imogene Paschall, was sung
by the group. Mrs. Ellen Orr
played the piano.
The devotion was led by
Mrs. Mavis McCamish with
each member quoting her
favorite Bible verse. Prayer
was led by Mrs. McCamish,
president, who presided at the
business session.
Love bags were opened
with the money being sent to
the needy people in a foreign
country.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Olga Mae Brandon




Our second most Important asset
You can live without us. But, we can't live without
you. Customers are the only reason we exist. And
we never forget it.
That's why we regularly re-examine our services,
staff attitudes and loan and savings programs. Con-
stant updating provides our customers with the
best in banking service. They recommend us to their
friends. The result is growth of our most important
asset—pleased customers.
Serving your needs today is what the New View-
point is all about. And a fresh point of view every








Betty Sledd Mission Group
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with Becky Ham-
pton at 7:30p.m.
The Audubon Wildlife film,
"Yosemite: An Ecological
Visit," will be shown at seven
p.m. in the University School
auditorium.
Tuesday, January 13
Bessie Tucker Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
the home of Mrs. James
Diuguid, 803 Sharpe Street, at
9:30a.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet at one p. m. as follows:
Paris Road with Mrs. Lucille
Hart, Coldwater with Mrs.
Fred Douglas, and New
Providence with Iris Casteel.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. W. W. Alford,
Panorama Shores, and
Maryleona Frost with Mrs. W.
B. Graves, 1507 Kirkwood, at
9:30 a. m., and Faith Doran in
the social hall of the church at
two p. m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Graves
Hendon at nine a. m., II with
Mrs. 0. C. Wells at ten a. m.,
III with Mrs. Edgar Pride at
two p. m., and Bea Walker
with Mrs. Allen Russell at 7:30
p. m.
Bible Study Group will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Corrine McNutt, 712
Main Street.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. James
Hart at ten a. m. and IV with
Mrs. Jo Crass at 7:30 p. m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Arts and Crafts Group of
Senior Citizens will meet at
the Dexter Community Center
at 9:30a.m.
Praise singing group will be
at Maranatha Center at 7:30 p.
m.
Ellis Center will open for
senior citizens at ten a. m.
with sack lunch at noon, band
practice from 12:30 to 1:45 p.
m., and square dance lessons
from two to three p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p. m.
Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p. m.
Murray Quota Club will




meet as follows: South
Murray at Triangle Inn at ten
a.m.; Pacers with Joanna
Adams at 9:30 a.m.; Pot-
tertown at Holiday Inn at ten
a.m.; New Concord with Mary
Montgomery at one p.m.;
South Pleasant Grove with
Mrs. Ronnie Jackson at one
p.m.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7 : 30 p.m.
as follows: Hannah with Fay
Beyer, Murray Route Two,
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. W. P.
Russell, 1112 Elm, and
Wesleyan with Dr. Alice
Koenecke, 1701 Hamilton.
Praise will sing at the
Maranatha Center at 7:30
p.m.
Ladies day luncheon at
Murray Country Club is
cancelled.
Senior citizens will meet at
North Second Street Com-
munity Center at one p.m.
with discount cards to be
issued for 1976.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at Hazel Community
Center done p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at Dexter Community
Center at 9.30 a.m.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Wednesday, January 14
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p. in.
The Order of the Diaconate-- -
of First Christian Church jU"
meet at eleven a.m, in the
church library.
Thursday, January 15
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p. m.
Men's Stag Night will be at
Murray Country Club 'with
Buddy Hewitt, Norman Hook,
Tommy Sanders, and Tom
Muehleman as the committee
in charge.
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will meet at the
home of J. B. Burkeen, Penny-
Airport Road, at seven p.m.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
the club house at 1:30 p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Murray Woman's Club House
at 6:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at the Hazel Community
Center.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge will meet with
executive session at seven
p.m. and business meeting at
eight p.m. at the lodge hall.
Senior citizens will have
potluck luncheon at 11:30 a.m.
at Ellis Center. Bingo (free)
will be from one to two p.m.
with each to bring a white
elephant gift. Table games
will be from 2:15 to 3:15 p.m.
Friday, January 16 -
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p. m.
Friday, January 16
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be to Roses and
Kroger's from 9:30 to 10:30
a m , to down town and
Parker's Grocery from 10:30
to 11:30 a.m., and to Big K.
downtown, and Parker's from
12:30 to four p.m. Call 753-0929
by nine a.m. for morning
shopping and 11:30 a.m, for
afternoon shopping.
Saturday, January 17
Murray Art Guild will ix
open from noon to four p. m.
Saturday, January 17
Chapter M Of P. E. 0. will
have a twelve o'clock lun-
cheon at the Waterfield
Student Center with Mrs.
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., as
chairman of the program.
Sunday, January 18
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rowland
will be honored with a
reception in celebration of
their golden wedding an-
niversary from two to four
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House. They request no
gifts please. All friends and
relatives are invited.
Paul Kling, violinist, and
Taka Kling, harpist, will be
presented in a concert by the
Murray Civic Music
Association at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at three p.
m.
Giving Children Gifts
Puts Uncle on the Spot
By Abigail Van Buren
f. 1976 try Owego 7,97669 747 P4.., SYnd In
DEAR ABBY: Here's a tough one for you: My sister has
two children. One is in high school, and the other is in
college.
I always send them both nice checks for Christmas and
let them buy what they want.
Right after the first of the year, my sister starts asking
me if I've received "thank you" notes from her kids yet.
If I haven't, and I tell her the truth. I know they are
going to catch what-for. And if I say they've thanked me
when they haven't, that's lying, and I hate to lie.
If you can solve this one, you're a genius.
UNCLE IN THE MIDDLE
DEAR UNCLE: I'm no genius, but the solution is
obvious: Tell your sister that if she wants to know whether
her kids have written their thank-you notes, to please ask
THEM, not you!
DEAR ABBY: Judy and I have been married for one
month, and I have already filed for divorce. This is the
second marriage for both of us.
The problem is Judy's 16-year-old daughter, Lynne.
Lynne told her mother that if she stayed married to me,
she'd go live with her father. Judy doesn't want Lynne to
live with her father because he drinks. Also, Lynne
threatened to get pregnant just for spite.
Judy insists that she loves me. She says she doesn't want
a divorce and the solution would be for me to move out and
get a separate apartment near here for two years until
Lynne was 18.
Abby, I love Judy more than any woman I've ever
known, but what kind of marriage would we have living in
separate apartments?
Please tell me what to do
UNHAPPY IN VA.
DEAR UNHAPPY: Move out. But as long as you love
Judy, don't push for • divorce until you are positive that
you really want one. Lynne is blackmailing her mother, who
can't be blamed for doing what she thinks is beet for her
daughter. Both the daughter and mother need counseling. I
recommend it.
DEAR ABBY: Relative to what to put on the headstone
of a woman who has been widowed twice:
I saw it handled nicely in Greensboro, N.C.: Let us say
the woman's name was "Mary Kelly":
The stone was marked:
"Mary Kelly"
1890-1970







For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know." send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr..
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
self-addressed. stamped 126el envelope.
Sara King Receives Certified
Employment Consultant Award
The Board of Regents of the
National Employment
Association has announced the
awarding of the professional
designation, Certified
Employment Contiatant, tO
Ms. Sara J. King of Snelling
and Snelling Employment
Service of Jackson, Tenn.
Ms. King completed a study
course requiring extensive






the Coveted CEC designation
must subscribe to a rigid code
of ethics and substantiate
their practice of the code
before a National Examining
Board.
A written examination,
administered by a recognized
educator, on the Memphis
State University Campus was
successfully completed as a
final stage of the program.
This is the first designation of
its kind to be awarded in the
Jackson area.
Ms. King, co-owner and
manager of Snelling and
Snelling of Jackson, has been
in the private placement field
in Jackson for one year. Prior
to that, she was manager of
Snelling and Snelling in
Memphis for five years.
Ms. King is a member of and
active in civic and'
professional organizations
which include the Jackson, -
Area Chamber of Commerce,
the YMCA International
Mgmt. Council, and the
Tennessee National
Employment Association,
Ms. King is a native of
Murray, graduating from
Murray High School and at-
tending Murray State
University. She Is the
daughter of Mr. and Mri.














Pageant To Be Held At Paducah_
The Paducah-McCracken
County Jaycees announce the
1976 Miss Kentucky-Universe
Pageant to be held on
February 14 in Paducah.
The winner will represent
Kentucky in the National Miss
U. S. A. Beauty Pageant in
Niagara Falls, N. Y. in May,
1976 and will receive many
fabulous prizes.
Entrants must be 18 years of
age but not more than 28 years
of age by July 15, 1976. There
is no talent competition
connected with the Miss
Kentucky-Universe Pageant.
Contestants will be judged on
poise, personality, charm, and
beauty of face and figure.
Potential contestants are
requested to write State
Director, Steve Kight c-o P.O.
Box 178 Paducah, Kentucky
42001 or phone 502-554-3550.
MISS KENTUCKY.
UNIVERSE 1975, Miss June
Wallace of Somerset, was


















U. S. A. Beauty Pageant in
May, 1975 at Niagara Falls, N.
Y. Miss Wallace represented




Mrs. Jimmy D. (Marilyn)
Herndon of 1620 Kirkwood
Drive, Murray, wasidismissed
Saturday from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, where she
underwent minor surgery on
Friday.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Bettine Lombard of











Shape Up and Save
and
Enjoy a
New You in 76!
Ar• you crissetislfred with
your shape or size? You?!
be ramrod how little time
and effort it takes to melt
away pounds rid inches
or simply tone Et firm
Start Now S Sovel Yaw
results start the moment
you do. Offer expires
Friday, Jan 16th.
$14°°
month for any course
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, MS
Look in the section in which
your birthday cornea and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARUM
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 1191144
While some changes are
taking place, your general
situation is governed by
beneficent stars. Begin helpful
discussions, and stick with any
trying matters that may still
need care.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti°i7
A day calling for careful
discrimination. Don't waste
time on nonessentials while you
neglect more vital matters. You
may get some good ideas from
others now.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21)
Do not turn from the con-
ventional: It will take a lot of
doing to get things back in or-
der. Acting wisely, a new peak
in personal prestige is possible.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23) •DO
You may find it easier to do
things yourself instead of
depending on others who do not
wish to cooperate. In any event,
don't pros issues
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Admonitions for this day: Do
not be capricious in likes or
dislikes, whether personal or
business. It will lead to
discontent, uncertainty — in
general, poor performance.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) /01.
Some will be pleased, some
won't — with your decisions,
plans. Be sure to consider the
opinions of all before acting.
LIBRA
nsa(Sept. 14 to Oct. 23)
If you attempt to gain your
way through unconventional
methods, it could cause discord.
Emphasize your reason, logic,
harmony.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) melif-
Your outlook and approach
tremendously important now.
Day can be one of highly useful
performance if you concentrate
on immediate needs and forget
past disappointments.
SAGITTARIUS * aritiVt
( Nov. 23 to Dee. 21) ̂
Admonitions—fee thk—day:
Avoid haste In all things,
especially in making decisions.
Look closely at all situations.
There may be values not seen at
a cursory-glance.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. Z2 to Jan. 20) Vi
Step up activities to meet
competition that is working
overtime. The extra 47 MN be
worth the effort.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Streamline wherever it will
accelerate progress, but don't
by-pass those "little" details
which can be SO important. An
average day, awaiting YOUR
clever management.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Salute your day with the will
to do your best even if all cir-
cumstances are not to your
liking. You may profit more by
working with others than on
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly idealistic individual,
intellectually inclined, and
noted for your unswerving
dependability and practicality;
also for your humanitarianism.
Your physical dexterity nearly
matches your mercurial
mentality, and you could excel
at any skill or , craft which
requires the use of your hands.
You would make an outstanding
physician or surgeon, but could
also carve an eminent name for
yourself in science, literature,
education, statesmanship or the
judiciary. Try to curb a ten-
dency toward moodiness, which
all too often results from too
much introspection. Birthdate
of: Pierre Loti, French author;
L. Albert Schweitzer, noted for
his medical and humanitarian
work in Africa; Cary Grant,
film star.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Charles Reed of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Joann Turner of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
at the home .of Mrs. Kay
Adams was discussed.
Members prepared a







Has Meet At-Cathey Home
The '.- Hendihip
Homemakers Club met
Monday, January 12, at 9:30 a.
m. in the home of ktrzAsiena
Cathey, president, Who
presided at the meeting.
Four members were
present, including Mrs. Judy
Stahler, Mrs. Gloria Butler,
Mrs. Phyllis Carson, and Mrs.
Cathey.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Stahler. The work night The Twin takers Good Sam
for January 22 at seven p. m. Camping Club will hold a
business meeting on Thur-
sday, January 15, at seven p.
m. at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, Penny-
Airport Road.
Jimmy D. Herndon,
president, urges all members
and prospective members to
attend. For information call
753-8072 or 753-4947.





FOR BOYS AND GIRLS IN SIZES:
- 21 - 31 - 41



















Mixed Chorus Of Calloway High
Gives Program Women's Meet
The First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
January 6. The Executive
meeting was held in the parlor
at nine a. in. with coffee in the
social hall at 9:30 a. in.,
served by the Wesleyan
Circle.
The general meeting was at
'len a. m. in Hale Covet with
Mrs. Milton Jones, new
president, opening the
meeting with prayer and
conducting the business
session.
Miss Roberta Whitnah read
the minutes and Mrs. Carl
Harrison gave the treasurer's
report.
Mrs. Boron Jeffrey in-
troduced Dan McDaniel who
presented his Mixed Chorus
from Calloway County High
School who gave a delightful
program of vocal selections.
Following the program,
Mrs. Fil Boston gave the
devotion on "Love" from the
thirteenth chapter of I
Corinthians.
The meeting was closed
with prayer by Mrs. Jones,
presidept.
Ho mtl flrigitt?
To Meet Thursday ,
°The Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday, January 15, at
1:30 p. m. at the club house. •
Dr. Richard Cunningham- 4
will be the guest speaker. His
subject will be "Cancer In
Women," according to Mrs.
Carl Lockhart, program
leader for the month.
The devotion will be by Mrs.
0. C. Wells.
Hostesses will be Mrs.
Albert Crider, Mrs. T. C.
Doran, Mrs. H. T. Waldrop,
Mrs. J. T. Sammons, Mrs.
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(d Colson* for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
Favors Minimum Cash
Income Over Welfare
SENATOR GEORGE S. McGOVERN
S. Dak.) ". . . with an ill-conceived
national plan accomplishing little niore
than higher prices and unemployment,
I am glad that we have public
assistance programs like food stamns
to provide at least help to families
trying to make it through hard times.
Nevertheless, I feel very strongly that
there is a pressing need for wholesale
reform of the entire welfare system. ..
"In fact, I have been hearing and
reading more and more that the
ultimate answer to our welfare
problems lies in a straight cash grant
program based upon need and
measured by income with the work
requirement for people who are able to
work. This proposal, centering on the
merits of a national guaranteed
minimum income is,similar to the very
one I raised in 1972. . .
"I ask unanimous consent that (the
editorial in the Rapid City Journal) be







Attacking the problem of soaring
welfare costs won't be easy. But it is
time to consider a guaranteed
minimum family income program on
the national level.
Right now we are guaranteeing
minimum incomes at five times the
cost and many times the administrative
bureaucracy that a simple minimum
income program would cost. On the
federal level there is Aid to Families
With Dependent Children costing $4.5
million a year; Supplemental Social
Security Incorneoosting some $4 billion
and the National School Lunch
Program at $1.8 billion.
On top of these are asserted state
supplemental aid programs and city
welfare operations whose extent and
inquisitiveness almost defy com-
prehension.
Tens of thousands of people are ad-
ministering, monitoring and working in
a myriad of existing welfare schemes
which adds greatly to the cost.
How much better it would be to
substitute a simple cash grant, based
on need, measured by income and
payable only to those who meet a strong
payable work requirement if they are
able to work.
The rising costs and unworkableness
of present welfare programs make the




A change in plans always results in
exchanging one set of problems for a
different set of problems. A one-state
test case of the minimum cash income
payment plan might be in order.
Your Senator
Reports
A by Sen. Richard Weiaenberger
WEISENBERGER
AS your newly-elected State Senator,
it is my desire to represent the citizens
of the First Senatorial District as well
as possible. In keeping with this
commitment, I am writing this column
each week during the current session of
the Kentucky General Assembly in an
effort to better inform you of the
legislative activities as they develop.
The 1976 session began Tuesday, Jan.
6, and very little happened the first
week except the announcement of
committee appointments. I was named
vice chairman of the Committee on
Counties and Special Districts and a
member of the Committees on Banking
and Insurance and Judiciary No. 1.
The most active and controversial of
the above three committees un-
doubtedly will be Judiciary No. 1. Its
main role will be to implement the
Judicial Amendment adopted by the
voters of Kentucky in the November
general election. The amendment
basically establishes an intermediate
appellate court and merges all county,
city and juvenile courts into one district
court.
When fully implemented, the Ken-
tucky court system will consist of four
tiers: (1) The Supreme Court; (2) The
Court of Appeals; ( 3) The Circuit Court,
and ( 4) The District Court. Many
groups and individuals have advanced
various ideas on the setting up of the
District Courts. The district Judge must
be an attorney and will be prohibited
from private law practice. There most
likely will be a district prosecutor who
will be allowed to practice law part-
time much like the commonwealth
iditorods and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of providing a fonim for the free exchange of differing
,OTIUM13 tatters to the editor in response to editorials and
,pulionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this r strongly believe that to iumt
opulioriated articles to only which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers "be de esteems with in editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feeishas on the particular issue balm diacured
Garrott's Galley
Linda Brownfield Bryan
Brightens Kansas City TV
attorneys in Circuit Courts. At the
conclusion of our study later this year,
Gov. Carroll will call a special session
to have the Legislature formally adopt
and implement the amendment.
As the session progresses, I plan to
write more about specific issues and
the direction they seem to be taking. I
encourage everyone to contact me with
their opinions on various bills under
consideration. You can write me in care
of the State Capitol, Frankfort, Ken-
tucky, 40601, or at Route No. 7,
Mayfield, Kentucky, 42066. I will return
home to Mayfield each Friday night
and leave for Frankfort every Monday
morning, during which time I would be
happy to talk personally with anyone.
My home phone number is 247-4904 and
my office phone is 247-8522. I will be
available in this district every
weekend.
I appreciate the confidence of the
people of the First District in selecting
me to represent you and I am counting
on you to help me do a good job for you.
And this can only be done by com-
munication. I must know your thinking
on issues if I am to best represent your
interests.
Bible Thought
. . . The stone which the builders
rejected is become the head of the
corner: This was the Lord's doing,
and it is marvellous in our eyes.
Mark 12:10-11.
Each day the Lord God recog-
nizes hidden goodness. Do not fear
obscurity if it keeps you clean.
By M. C. Garrott
Out in Kansas City, Mo., Linda
Brownfield Bryan is making quite a
name for herself as a television per-
sonality on KCMO-TV. Linda, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Brownfield, Johnny Robertson Road,
handles a variety of duties on the
station, including commercial an-
nouncing, hosting a "Noon Edition"
news interview show and does a five-
minute daily consumer program called
"Consider This," which she both writes
and produces.
Linda won the first Miss Murray
State title in 1970 after the pageant was
atsociated with Miss Kentucky
Pageant. She went on to become second
ruruierup in the state pageant, the
winner of which went on to Atlantic City
and the Miss America Pageant. She
received her undergraduate degree in
English and history at Murray State in
1970, and in 1971 received the master's
degree in communications, which has
been the springboard of her career.
+-r+++
Before moving to Kansas City in 1972
when her husband, William Hogan
Bryan, himself a 1965 graduate of
Murray State, was sent to that city to
develop the area for Waffle House, a
restaurant chain based in Atlanta,
Linda had already begun to make her
mark in television at WLKY-TV in
Louisville.
At WLKY-TV, she started out as -a
news reporter, but soon became the
station's public service director, hosted
a five-minute interview show called
"Rap It Up," as well as the "Dialing for
Dolfars" movie and did a weekly half-
hour public service show.
+++++
At Kansas City, however, Linda's
work has now boiled down, primarily,
to the daily noon talk show, "Noon
Edition," and personality interviews.
Whenever anyone well known comes to
Kansas City, chances are Linda will
interview them before the cameras.
Some of the famous folk with whom she
has talked include:
Geerge C. Scott, Hal Holbrook, Clods
Leachman, Robert Wagner, Chad
Everett, Red Skelton, Mitzi Gaynor,
Danny Thomas, Burt Reynolds, Liza
Minnelli, George Segal, Gokiie Hawn,
Gene Wilder, Dom deLuise, Marty
Feldman, Madeline Kahn and Charlie
Rich.
All of these either came through
Kansas City for appearances, or Linda
was sent by the station to Chicago or
Los Angeles for taped interviews with
them for local use.
"George C. Scott was my favorite,"
she says, "because I'm very impressed
with his acting ability. He was most
interesting and was not at all as dif-
ficult as I had heard he could be. I got to
talk with him for 45 minutes, which is
unusual.
"Red Skelton also was a big
favorite," she went on. "He writes his
wife every day, draws a cartoon each
day, and writes jokes down in a little
notebook all the time. He has a won-
derful inner happiness."
+++++
A statuesque 5' 8", blue-eyed blonde
when she was Miss Murray State, Linda
is still a trim 128 pounds, but she now
has light brown hair. "I changed it at
the request of my director," she says,
"so I would 'look more serious and less
like a model.'"
+++++
Although she is an experienced and
competent television interviewer now,
Linda recalls some embarrassing
situations when she was starting out.
One was the time she was sent to in-
terview Julia Nixon Eisenhower when






resulted recently from a court
decision in which the judge
refused to grant the petition of
parents to allow their comatose
daughter to die by turning off
the respirator (machine which
carries out her breathing).
The judge apparently based
his decision on testimony of a
physician who said that the pa-
tient's brain, was not dead. In
commenting on the case, he said.
There is the duty to continue
life-assisting apparatus if. within
the treating physician's opinion.
it should be done." 
While such life-death decisions
are heavy ones. they rightfully
should he shouldered by the
responsible physician. He may
share the responsibility with
if*
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D
other physicians by asking them
to see the patient in consultation.
The professional decisions
should be shared with the family
or the person responsible for the
patient.
Making the decision to con-
tinue artificial support when the
brain is not dead but other in-
jury or disease makes it impossi-
ble for the person to recover to a
level or competence and
meaningful life is a delicate,
complicated question.
The role of the physician is to
sustain life hut not to prolong
death. The clinical landmarkt
are not always clear Yet, in any
major hospital. such cases arise
all too often As the methods of
treatment and life-sustaining
devices improve, the number of
such patients may further in-
crease
It will take the combined
judgements of physicians, work-
ing cooperatively with the
families of such patients, to
make a wise decision, keeping
uppermost in mind the welfare
of the victim whose life, -- or
death -- hangs in balance.
Q Mrs ER. would like to
know if having an abortion
makes it more likely that future
pregnancies in the same mother
will be deformed
A: Studies on a large series of
mothers who had had abortions
showed that they had no effect
on birth defects in children in
future pregnancies
Q Miss VT asks about the
BI.ASINGAME
normal number of teeth and how
late in life do wisdom teeth ap-
pear
A: The normal number of
teeth in the adult is 32 and con-
sists of two incisors one cuspid
(eye or canine), two bicuspid&
and two or three molars in each
half jaw. The third molars
(-wisdom" teeth) usually come in
by the 25th year unless they are
unable to do so because of a lack
of room or abnormal position
(sideways or upside-downl If the
area behind the second molar
shows recurrent soreness. VOW'
dentist may want to take X-rays
to we the position or the third
molars and to judge whether
they can come in spontaneously
or whether they may recur, "x-
traction
"I had never done an interview
before," she says, "and I had no idea
what I was doing. They sent me with a
guy who had been a newsman for about
10 years, very professional, knew what
he was doing, and, I assume, he thought
I knew what I was doing, which I didn't.
"After her speech, Mrs. Eisenhower
came over to where we were and there
were all these reporters and everyone
was trying to ask her a question, so I
finally got her attention, and, all of a
sudden, I couldn't remember what I
was going to ask," she said.
"So I said, ̀ Ah...uh...um...Have you
ever been to Louisville before?' The
funny thing, though, was that she was
just as nervous as I was!"
+++++
What's Linda's career goal? "To
keep the 'waffle king' happy," she says
with a laugh. Professionally, though,
she harbors no particular desires to live
in "an L. A. or a New York."
"Who knows," she said. "U the right
offer were to come along, but right now
It just doesn't sound terribly appealing.
I like the interviewing field and am
happy in what I'm doing."
10 Years Ago
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Letter To The Editor
The Murray Woman's Club has voted
to send $500 to Jewel Manor, proposed
rehabilitation center for girls, a project
of the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Club, according to Mrs. Jack Kennedy,
Murray club president.
Deaths reported include Bobby Lee
Tucker, age 27, of Kirksey Route Two,
and Dr. Harry Wright of Metropolis, Ill.
Named to head the Calloway County
March of Dimes in Calloway County are
Rev. Stephen Mazak, campaign
director, and Mrs. Donald Hunter,
chairman of the Mothers March.
Cletus Young of Alrno has beeril
elected to membership in the American
Angus Association at St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Littleton have lef
for Fort Pierce, Fla., to spend the next
two months.
Bacon is advertised at 69 cents per
pound in the ad for Parker's Food
Market this week.
20 Years Ago
William Solomon, owner of Murray
Motors, announced yesterday that he
had resigned his Ford franchise, but he
will continue to operate his complete
auto repair business here.
Lonzo R. Tutt, age 69, Murray Route
Six, died yesterday at the Murray
General Hospital.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry spoke on "Children
of Japan" at the meeting of the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Miss Martha Stegner has returned
from a ten days vacation at Miami
Beach, Fla.
Pork chops are advertised at 39 cents
per pound in the second anniversary ad
for Hendricks Grocery this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Girl In the Red Velvet Swing"




By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 13, the 13th
day of 1976. There are 353 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1733, James
Oglethorpe and some 130 English
colonists arrived at Charleston, S. C., to
settle in what is now the state of
Georgia.'
On this date:
In 1419, the English captured the
French city of Rouen.
In 1813, in the War of 1812, the British
blockaded Chesapeake and Delaware
Bays.
In 1848, Canada's Vancouver Island
was acquired by the Hudson's Bay
Company.
In 1864, the American composer.
Stephen Foster, died penniless in New
York's Bellevue Hospital.
In 1915, an earthquake in central Italy
killed 30,000 persons.
In 1943, President Franklin Roosevelt
and British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill began a wartime conference
In Casablanca, Morocco.
Ten years ago: A bus and subway
strike ended after crippling New York
for 12 days.
Five years ago: A combined force of
13,000 Cambodian and South Viet-
namese troops launched a pincer
movement to try to dislodge enemy
troops blocking Cambodia's main high-
way from the capital WU* sea.
Miller Thanks Countians
Dear Editor
let me take this opportunity of ex-
pressing my appreciation and thanks
for your editorial of last week in which
you so graciously honored me. In
retrospect, I feel that I should be the
one giving thanks to all the fine people
in Calloway County for allowing me to
serve in the various capacities over the
years.
To our present and immediate past
Board of Education I should like to
express my appreciation and gratitude
for the cooperation and the many,
many kindnesses which they have
extended to me. But, most of all, for
their dedication in promoting a good
school program.
To the past boards, superintendents,
the many principals, fellow teachers
and countless school employees with
OPEN
FORUM
whom I've had the pleasure of working
and associating I wish to say, "Thank
You." Also, to my friends of the Murray
City Schools, the officials of Murray
—State University, and the News Media I
would like to extend my kindest
regards.
In the years to come my desire is to
see all the schools in Calloway County
reach greater heights in affording
educational opportunities for our youth
and I pledge my support in achieving
this goal.
In closing let me say that I was not
presented or coerced in any way to
make this decision. The concern for my
health and the desire to spend more
time with my family were the major




Opinions expressed In this column are those of the writer and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger at Times
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the Issues discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor
About Those
"Excess Profits"
By H. C. Gordon
U. S. Industrial Council
Whatever became of those "excess
oil profits" we used to hear so much
about?
Not long ago, it was scarcely possible
to scan a paper or tune in a news
broadcast without being startled by
some astronomical figure representing
the latest windfall in oil company
profits. In the atmosphere of suspicion
created by such reports, rumor and
innuendo flourished. It was widely
allged that the energy crisis was a
hoax, invented by the oil interests as an
excuse to raise prices. Oil company
executives were depicted as grasping
monopolists, gouging the American
consumer. Public opinion was In-
flamed, criticism of the industry turned
shrill, and prompt corrective action
was promised by leading members of
Congress.
But what has happened since? The
public has calmed down, the criticism
has been muted, and the promised
legislation ( notably the proposed
"excess profits" tax) has failed to
materialize. News coverage of the
subject has ceased. One wonders: have
the oil companies suddenly got religion,
or have their critics got laryngitis?
Neither, in fact. The truth.is that we
no longer hear about "excess" oil
company profits for the simple reason
that over the past year those profits
have plummeted. According to a study
by the American Petroleum Institute,
the nation's 25 leading oil companies
experienced a 44 per cent drop in their
combined rate of return ( net income as
a percentage of total sales) during the
first nine months of 1975. This means
that the 25 firms had a combined rate of
return of 6.4 per cent during this period,
as compared with 11.5 per cent during
the preceding year.
Does this mean that the oil companies
are now making a "fair" profit? That
depends on what you would call fair.
Taking into account the fact that
drilling for oil is an expensive and risky
proposition, requiring much time and
effort, and considering that the re-
investment of even a substantial por-
tion of an oil company's profits may be
inadequate to meet the expense of such
activity, it is possible to argue that oil
profits are not high enough —
especially since oil stocks traditionally
gasoline prices. The Monitor article
calculates that on an average 60-cent
gallon of gasoline — between the taxes
paid by the oil company at the cor-
porate level and the taxes paid by the
consumer at the pump — the total bill is
26 cents a gallon. By contrast, the total
oil company profit on that same gallon
of gasoline is estimated at 21/2 cents a
gallon.
In all, it would appear that our self-
appointed muckrackers — in gover-
nment, in the media, and elsewhere —
have actually done us a grave disser-
vice. By their theatrical hysterics over
"obscene" profits, they have managed
to obscure not only the legitimate needs
of the oil companies for additional
capital, but also the primary role of
taxes in increasing the price of gas.
Inasmuch as some of these in-
dividuals are calling for the breakup or
even the nationalization of the oil in-
dustry, an investigation into their
motives for malgning private oil
producers might prove very in-
teresting.
offer investors a much less attractive
return on their capital than other forms
of investment.
A recent article in the Christian
Science Monitor is most instructive on
the whole question of oil profits. The
article notes that the profit margin on
total oil company sales has ranged
between 31/2 and 6 per cent since the
early 1960s. It adds that the rate of
return on invested capital has averaged
between 71/2 and 91/2 per cent during
most of this period — as opposed to an
average return of 12 per cent for
American business in general.
To be sure, the shortage caused by
the Arab oil embargo did result in an
abrupt and short-lived increase in oil
profits, but these profits were by no
means as excessive as they were made
out to be. Certainly a jump from say, a 6
per cent profit to an 11 per cent profit
does signify an overall increase in
profits of more than 80 per cent, but to
conclude from such loaded statistics
that the oil companies are rolling in
wealth is unrealistic — particularly
since those profits have slumped back
to earlier levels.
On the other hand, taxes on oil
companies and their products have
risen steadily over the years and have
been a key factor in the increase of
Funny World
ADVERTISING
Ad in a Moscow newspaper: Reward
anyone who finds my talking mynah bird.
want it definitely understood that I do n
share its political opinions.
Philip E. Lilly, Bluefield, W. Va., won
six-inch pipe wrench and got his 20 cen
back from a manufacturer who made t
offer 44 years ago. "Enclosed please fin
20 cents for your offer of one 6-inch pi
wrench. I would have written earlier, but
have been busy with three wars, tw
children and three grandchildren and jus
have not had the time," he said. The ad,
get-acquainted offer, appeared in
magazine 44 years ago. The wrench no
sells for $4.20, but,the firm sent him one
returned his 20 cents and thanked him fo
remembering their products. ( Bluefiel
Sunday Telegraph
Johnny Carson: Let's go to the news an
see how many yards 0. J. Simpson ha
gained running for his rent-a-car.
An ad in the Belgrade, Yugoslavi
newspaper, Vercernje Novosti: "Wanted:
A wife who is not as smart as lam but
smart enough to make me feel smarter
than I really am." There were no replies.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray ledger fl Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days. July 4, Christmas Day, Now Year's
Ooy and Thanksgivino by Murray
Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th St Murray.
Ky . 4207?
Secora Class Pot fog!, Paid at Murray.
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: in areas served
by carriers, 12 25 per month payable in
advance ay moll. in Calloway County
and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia
and Farmington, Py ond Pont.
INichonon and Poi-year, Tenn, 115 00
per year By moll to other "hestinations,
130 00 per year
Member of Associated Press. Ken
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INSIDE POVIEI- Sandy Macovik of the Lady Racers moves inside the lone and puts up a short
jump shot. Also in the picture for the Racers is Lee Stokely. Murray went to 5-2 on the season
with the 81-33 win at Lambuth Monday.
(Staff Photos W 148110, imaidierw)
Kentucky State Has Little
Trouble, Western Gets Win
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
When you're No. 1, each game
represents a challenge. It took
Kentucky State less than three
minutes t9, repulse its latest
challenger and prove, at least
for the moment, that the
Thorobreds are the best
college division basketball
team in the country.
With Lewis Linder scoring
two baskets and setting up
another with a steal, the
Thorobreds scored 14 con-
secutive points to open
Monday night's 112-77 rout of
Chicago State.
Gerald Cunningham scored
26 for Kentucky State and
Linder added 21 as the
Thorobreds won their ninth
game in 10 starts.
In other games Monday,
Austin Peay began defense of
its Ohio Valley Conference




State of Ohio 94-74;
Georgetown downed Thomas
More 79-71; and Pikeville
buried Union 115-65.
Kentueky State led 38-19
midway through the first half
and, after allowing Chicgao
State within nine early in the
second half, pulled away at
will with substitutes playing
most of the way.
Kenneth Cyrus had 26 for
the losers. —
• Charlie Fishback scored
-seven of his 19 points in the
final five minutes to rescue
Austin Peay from upset-
minded Murray. Fishback put
the Governors ahead for good
at 63-62 with a pair of freed
throws, later added a three-
point play and settled the issue
by hittine, two more free
throws with just six seconds
left to play.
Sam Drummer led Austin
Peay with 20 points while
Grover Wollard had 21 points
and Jesse Williams 20 for
Murray.
Wilson James scored 25
points and Chuck Rawlings
added 23 as Western Kentucky
opened OVC play in grand
style. The Hilltoppers led just
42-38 at halftime but exploded
in the final 20 minutes.
Tim Sisneros and Lewis
Mack had 16 apiece for Middle
Tennessee, 10-4. Western is 7-4
overall.
Morehead broke an early 9-9
tie with a 19-8 run and never
looked back in breaking a two-
game losing streak and lifting
its record to 3-5. Ted Hundley
scored 19 of his 21 points in the
first half as the Eagles cruised
to a 50-29 intermission ad-
vantage. Herbie Stamper
added 19 for Morehead, while
Bob Grote had 17 for Wright
State.
Jim Parrish scored 24 points
and Herm Saffold added 19,
including the go-ahead basket
with 3:55 left as Georgetown
came from behind to tip
Thomas More. Mark Krebs
got 19 points in a losing effort.
Terry Hawkins scored 26
Jim Morganti Sets New
World Record In Pool
Jim Morganti, manager of The Horse, set a new world
record over the weekend for playing marathon pool.
Morganti, formerly of Memphis, started playing
straight pool at 1 p. m. Friday and played until 7:15 p. m.
Saturday evening.
According to Guineas Book of World Records, he set the
following marks: greatest nimiber of balls made (8,290),
most games played (552) and hours (30:15).
Certified witnesses were Bonnie Johnson and Steve
Kemp.
The marathon pool session was sponsored by The Horse
and by DeVantis Steak House.
The old record held by Mike McDade of Dearborn,
Mich., was 27 hours, 545 games and 8,175 balls made.
Once during the marathon session, Morganti ran a rack.
"I did it just to get into the record books plus it's good
advertising for our business," Morganti added.
Also watching most of the marathon session was Joe
Easley, assistant manager of The Horse.
"IFNI -Miff?'
NEW RECORD-Jim Margewti, inanegar of TIN NOM, sit
three new world records ever the weekend for playing straight
pool. Morganti began at 1 p.m. Friday and finished at 715
p.m. Saturday.
A
(Stall Photos by Mike Ileandsa)
points, Fred Walker added 22
and Danny Moses 20 for
Pikeville, which raced to a 51-
28 halftime lead and went
unchallenged the rest of the
way. Mike Sammons had 18
and Steve Jones 16 for Union,
4-10. Pikeville is 15-1.
•
Racer Women 5-2 On Season
After Bombing Lambuth 81-33
By PATSY J. BEAUCHAMP
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Murray State women's
basketball coach Dew Drop
Rowlett wishes Christmas
would come more than once a
year. Or another New Year's
wouldn't be so bad either.
Something happened over
the holidays to spark her ball
club as they came roaring
back to thump Lambuth
College 81-33. in their last
match-up before the holidays,
MSU defeated the same
Lambuth tearn by a 66-41
margin.
Freshman forward Vickie
Dillingham led the Lady
Racer attack with 18 points, 16
of which cithie in the second
half. Forward Sindy Macovik
followed with 17 points.
Cindy Leimbach added 12
points in the balanced Murray
attack which found 11 of the 13
MSU players On the
scoreboard.
Center Jackie Jo Mounts
opened the scoring for MSU
with a lay-up off a pass from
guard Jana Jones. Dillingham
quickly added a short jumper
from the corner. Mounts put in
another lay-up off a reobund
and all of a sudden it was
Murray 11-0.
Lambuth finally got on the
scoreboard by a foul line jump
shot from Becky Phelps. With
the score then 11-2, Macovik
and Leimbach started their
scoring spree.
With two eight-foot corner
jumpers from Macovik
followed by two baseline shots
by Leimbach, the Lady
Racers held a 39-13 advantage
SPORTS
,,„,i,{„,,,,,..„,_,,,n,,
Murray High Girls Go
To 7-1 For Campaign
The Murray High girls'
basketball team blew an 11-
point lead but held off a late
charge by host Fulton County
Monday night to post a 35-34
win.




Southwest Calloway split a
pair of girls' games Monday
with boat East Calloway.
In the seventh grade con-
test, Southwest played one of
its best games of the season
and romped to an easy 38-12
victory but in the eighth grade
game, East rode the 23-point
performance by Mary
Wagoner for a 42-30 win.
It was close for a quarter in
the seventh grade game as
Southwest led only 7-6 at the
first quarter stop. But by
intermission, Southwest had
pulled the lead out to 22-10.
Then in the thrid period, the
visitors put the game away by
outscoring East 10-0. South-
west had a balanced scoring
attack between four of its
starters as S. Miller had 11
points, Calhoun 10, Stanley
nine and D. Miller eight.
In the eighth grade girls
game, East led just 11-8 at the
end of the first period but by
intermission, had stretched
the cushion to 21-10. Then in
the third frame, East out-
scored 11-5 to carry a 17-point
spread into the final canto.
Wagoner's 23 points led East
while Dick had 13 for the
losers.
Seventh Grade
Southwest 7 15 10 6-38
East 6 4 0 2-12
Southwest (38)-S. Miller
11,0. Miller 8, Stanley 9 and
Calhoun 10.
East 12)-Knipp 4, Garner
2, Burkeen 4, Charleton 2,
Atkins.
Eighth Grade
Southwest 8 2 5 15-30
East 11 10 11 10-42
Southwest (30)-Paschall 9,
Miller 4, Dick 13, Carson 2 and
Buchanan 2.
East (42)-Tucker 3, Green
4, Wilson 2, Overbey 10 and
Wagoner 23.
Drop Sports
BILLINGS, Mont. ( AP) -






director of information, said
the 12-member panel decided
to recommend cutting out
intercollegiate men's teams in
wrestling, tennis and golf and
men's and women's •gym-
nastics.
A formal recommendation




game for the first three
periods. Murray trailed 7-5 at
the end of the first quarter and
trailed 13-12 at halftime.
Going into the last quarter, the
game was tied at 21 apiece.
-We turned the game
around when we sent in
guards Gloria Cavitt and
Janet Smith," Tiger Coach
Jane Fitch said.
'They seemed to spark us
on defense and allow us to play
better on the fullcourt press.
They were very effective for
us," Fitch added.
With only two minutes left in
the garne, the Tigers led by 11
points but the Fulton County
pressure got to Murray High.
"They pressed and pressed
and pressed," Fitch said.
"We just couldn't hold the
ball very well in the last few
minutes."
Tammy Boone hit six field
goals and three charity tosses
for 15 points to pace the
scoring attack for Murray
High. Next in line was center
Denise Bumphis with seven.
For Fulton County, Whasey
had 13 points while Gilbert had
eight and Tovmshend seven.
"A coach ought to feel good
about a win and I guess I do
but we have a lot of things to
do before we are ready to play
against Mayfield Friday,"
Fitch said.
The game against Mayfield
will be held at Murray High as
part of a twinbill. The second
contest Friday will feature the
two boys' varsity teams.
"I think not having played
since early in December hurt




North Calloway had to fight
for its life but managed to
keep its unbeaten string
Monday night as the Lakers
turned back visiting South
Marshall 50-44.
It was the sixth win in
succession for North.
North led just 12-10 at the
end of the first period and
trailed 77-21 at Intermission.
But in the third quarter, the
Lakers fought back and forged
to a 35-31 lead entering the
final frame.
Keith Edwards paced the
balanced North scoring attack
as he fired in 17 points while
Timmy Graham and Terry
Paschall each had 14 points
Conners had 15 and York 11 to
lead South Marshall while
Adllch also hit double digits
with 10.
The seventh and eighttr
grade boys's teams from
North will be at East Thur-
sday for a astir of contests.
Eighth Grade Only
S. Marshall 10 17 4 13-44
North Call. 12 9 14 1S-
Marshall (44)-Thompson 4,
York 11, Conners 15, Adllch 10
and Wilson 4.
Calloway (50)-Paschall H.
Lamb 3, Furr 2, Graham 14
and Edwards 17.
added -A team needs to play
a lot of games."
With the win, the Tiger girls
go to 7-1 on the season.
In the freshman boys'
games, the Tigers were
defeated by Fulton County but
no further information was
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3 1 1 7
0 4 1 4
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"I thought the girls did a
fine job tonight," said Coach
Rowlett. "They moved the
ball better than they ever
-,atad."
And move the ball well they
did. Jones and forward Bev
Parrish passed the ball
around so quick that by"the
end of the first half, the of-
ficials called _far a new ball.
declaring the old one wind-
burned.
All 13 players for MSU got
equal time on the court
throughout much of the first
half and all of the second. But
all of the reserves were just as
hot as the starters.
Reserve guard Sandy Sims
didn't take long to score as she
took the ball in an twa4a_st„
breaks in the socond..baff.
LEADING SMILER- Leading sumer Vickie Dillkogbaso .4th.
Lady Racers strikes far tweet her 18 pains Is an 8143 victory
Monday night at Lambortf•
(Staff Pirates b Patsy bunedianii)
Students Give 'Cats
Help In Beating 'Dogs
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) -
Kentucky's struggling
basketball team got a shot in
the arm from its student
crowd Monday night and
repaid the favor with a
satisfying win over Georgia.
"It was a game full of
emotion," Kentucky Coach
Joe Hall said after his Wild-
cats had buried Georgia 92-76.
"It started when the student
body gave 'em that tremen-
dous ovation at the start of the
game. That really made them
realize they were loved."
Emotionally reassured,
Kentucky set about snapping a
three-game Southeastern
Conference losing streak and
evening its overall record at 6-
6.
"What we're going through
with our team is what many of
us go through in our lifetime,"
Hall explained. "I felt that if
they could go out and give an
inspirational effort and win in
this situation, they'll win a
place in all our fan's hearts.
"And that happened tonight.
They played with a lot of heart
and deserve a great amount of
credit for this show of
character," he said.
With sophomore forward
Jack Givens hitting 10 of 16
shots on the way to a 26-point
performance, Kentucky shook
off Georgia in a sparkling
second half without benefit of
a center in the lineup; in fact,
Kentucky didn't have a player
on the floor bigger than 6-feet-
5 over the final 15 minutes of
the game.
"It looked like a high school
team," Hall laughed. "I don't
think Kentucky ever had a
smaller team on the floor than
we did at that time,"
The 6-foot-4 Givens teamed
with 6-foot-5 James Lee and 6-
foot-3 "center" Merlon
Haskins to dominate the
hoards against the taller
Bulldogs, as Kentucky
outrebounded Georgia 43-33
Kentucky led 52,17 five
minutes into, the second half
when Kentucky's only big
man, 6-foot-10 center Mike
Phillips, was lifted after
committing his fourth foul.
Taller Georgia, especially wih
leading scorer Jacky Dorsey
hitting for most of his 19 points
down the stretch, suddenly
seemed imposing.
But there was no need of
worry. With its tiny lineup,
Kentucky outscored Georgia
30-19 over the next 10 minutes
to forge an 82-56 lead.
Guard Reggie Warford and
Haskins each hit career highs
of 12 points each and Lee
added 10. Four other players
- Phillips, Larry Johnson,
Truman Claytor and Bob
Fowler - had eight each.
The balanced scoring was a
double blessing for Kentucky,
which has been without in-
jured 6-foot-11 forward Rick
Robey the past two games and
lost another 6-foot-11 man
when reserve center Danny
Hall left the team.
Hall last month married a
Brings Down House
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -
Coach Fred Shero, whose
Philadelphia Flyers beat the
Russians 4-1 Sunday in a
controversy-marred hockey
exhibition, brought down the
house Monday night at the
Philadelphia Sports Writers
annual banquet.
"I once told my players that
if we win together now, we'll
walk together for ever. And
they listened to me.
"I told them Sunday that
were at the top of the
mountain and the Russians
are looking up at us. And after
today Sunday) they'll still be
looking up at us. And they
listened to me.
"I have only one goal left, to
win a third straight Stanley
Cup. And they'll listen tome."
TENNIS
HOUSTON Third-seeded
Olga Morozova of Russia
ousted Isabel Fernandez of
Colombia 6-1, 6-1 in first-round
action of the Women's
Professional Tennis Tour.
104N 5th
girl who attends Pikeville
College in eastern Kentucky
and Coach Hall admitted that
"It altered his lifestyle."
4.4,00,01e —A,
Daniels 5 1-2 11, Flanagan 2 04 4, Foo-
ter I 1-2 13, Jackaon 9 0-0 18, Dorsey 7 5-6
11, Sloneker 0 SOO, Fusi 10.12, Hicks 2 1-
1 5, Thorne 1 12 4, Drafts 0 0-0 0 Totals 33
10-12.
/0 '.11 1)1 ,y1,
Lee 2 8-10 10, Givens 101.7 36, Phillips 3
2-4 8, Johnson 4 0-0 3, Warlord 6 0-0 12,
Claytor 4 0-1 8, Hasktns 5 2-2 12, Fowler 2
441, Casey 0 0-0 0. Totals 113525.
Halftime Kentucky 41, Georgia 32.
'Neal fouls: Georgia 22, Kentuelg 17.
Fouled out Foster. Technical*:
Phillips, Georgia Coach Guthrie. A:
11.500.
Loam To Ry - 
Have you always wanted to learn to fly but never
followed through. Contact Bill Fuller or Johnny Parker
at 469-2721 or 489-2414.
The procedure is simple and the satisfaction and
pleasure of flying is unmatched.
Along with subs Rosen
Maddix and Sandy Macovik,
MSU once had a 52 point lead!
Although no official
statistics were kept in the
rebounding department,
Parrish, Dillingham, Mounts,
and Leimbach pulled down a
great many for the Lady
Racers.
"The only big problems awe
had Op ught wa,pdoslnfp
&dense around the baseline,"
admitted Coach Rowlett. "We
just let them get off too many
shots from the foul line. Lucky
for us they didn't go in."
Lynn Roberson led Lambuth
In scoring with 11 points.
Phelps followed with nine and
Margaret Simmons added
seven.
The Murray State squad will
be taking a 5-2 record to
Martin on Jan. 14. Earlier in
the season, MSU defeated the
UT Martin team 61-52.
The next home game will be
Jan. 17 when the Lady Racers
take on the University of
Louisville Cardinals. That
game will be at 5:15 p.m. at
the MSU Fieldhouse.
Mornay
fg ft fi Lp
Sirnshihddix 




271 0033 0 73: 02 1
SID4Griffithi""v'k
5Leimbach 2 5 12
Illeents 3 0 1
Sandy Macovik 1 0 0 2







fg tt p1 tp
3 0 4 6
0 0 5 0
4 1 5 9
4 3 5 11
1 5 3 7
12 9 12 33
Middle School
Girls Drop Game
A combination of seventh
and eighth grade girls from
Murray Middle lost 12-8
Monday night at Benton.
Murray le4 4-2 at the end of
the first period, 6-3 at half
and going into the last frame,
the Tigers were ahead 6-7. But
In the last period, Murray
failed to score while the hosts
put five points on the board for
the win.
Katherine Simmons had
four points for Murray while
Kathy Outland and Candy
Jackson had two apiece.
Starting but not scoring were
Hendon and J. Outland.
Walker scored five points to
lead Benton while O'Daniel
added four, Vaughn two and
Keen one.











It is hard to belle., that according to recent reports.
about half the public swallows some type of pill e'ert
24 hours. This compares to the one Ni three who said
they had read a maga rine or owe in 20 who
participated in an active sport.
There is mach danger in indiscriminate taking of
medication and we as pharmacists are very muds
aware of the problems. We caution and urge people to
consult their family physician when they are ill. Self-
medication in other than very simple circumstances
can caw more harms than good.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Owed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 04 Firs Per Week
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'Peay 'Drums By Murray 74-70
GOALTENDING COMING UP—Ralph Garner (50) of the Governors goes up high in the sir to slap down the shot by Jesse Williams
(40) of the Racers but Garner was charged with goaltending. Williams finished with 70 points in the 74-70 Racer loss to Austin Peay.
(Staff Plattos by Mice grandam)





turned into giant killers
Monday night, registering
upset victories that left the
S'Outheastern ,Conference
basketball race in a wild
scrmable involving six teams.
Florida knocked off 11th-
ranked Alabama 71-70 on Gene
Shy's layup at the buzzer and
Vanderbilt never trailed in
disposing of ninth-ranked
Tennessee 77-66.
The two maw' upsets left
Alabama, Auburn, Florida
and Vandy deadlocked at the
top with 3-1 records, with idle
Louisiana State and Ten-
nessee just a notch back at 2-1.
"What can you say . • 'tit
our hearts?" asked vi . ch
John Lotz of Florida, which in
recent. years has made life
miserable in Gator Alley for
conference title contenders.
"This team has a lot of it."
In other conference action,
Auburn overcame a nine-point
deficit to trim Mississippi
State 75-70 and Kentucky
clobbered Georgia 92-76,
breaking a three-game losing
streak. Mississippi loined ISIJ
on the sidelines with an open
date. -
"We played tenacious
defense," said Lotz. "It's the
type of game we needed. Last
year we lost a few of them like
these." 'V
The ators almost lost this
one, too, blowing a 16-point
lead when the Crimson Tide
made a torrid comeback late
in the game, taking a 70-69
lead with 11 seconds
remaining on a pair of free
throws by Anthony Murray.
Al Bonner, a sophomore,
wheeled down the baseline
and had a shot blocked by
Leon Douglas, but Shy got the
THROUGH THE M1DOLE—Grover Woolard of the Racers roars through the iniddle to score a
pair of points while Charlie Fishback (10) tries unsuccessfully to draw the charging fowl. Also in
the picture are Vic Jordan (15), Sam Drummer (33), Otis Howard (45) and Calvin Garrett (44).
(Staff notes by Sae Iltratafoa)
Spirits Closing In Fast On
Colonels For Second Place
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
As if slumping Kentucky
doesn't have enough to worry
about trying to catch runaway
Denver in the chase for first
place in the American
Basketball Association. Now
the Colonels have to look giver
• their shoulder to the fast-
closing Spirits of St. Louis.
Kentucky, which has lost
three of its last four games, is
tied with Indiana for fourth
place in the ABA. Both are
nine games back of Denver.
St. Louis, which dumped the
Colonels last Sunday 113-111,
has closed to within 1/2 games
of the Colonels and Pacers
after winning its last three
starts.
The Colonels can move
within 11/2 games of third
place San Antonio with a road
victory over the Spurs on
iWednesday. But Kentucky
will be bucking the odds.
San Antonio has won four of
the six games between the
teams this year, although
Kentucky won the last outing
98-88 at San Antonio. In ad-
dition, Kentucky has won just
five of 19 road games so far in
a dismal defense of its ABA
title.
After the visit to San
Antonio, Kentucky must meet
the Spirits on Thursday in St.
Louis and the league-leading
Nuggets on Saturday in
Denver. Kentucky and Denver
will play again on Sunday at
Freedom Hall here.
During its road trip this
week, Kentucky will rely
heavily on center Artis
Gilmore-, whose 24.8 average
is fourth among *le league's
scorers. The Colonels have
been plagued by spotty
playmaking and scoring at the
guard positions and by in-
consistent performances by
several forwards. '
Kentucky tried to solve its
front court problem by dealing
7-footer Caldwell Jones to St.
Louis for Maurice Lucas.
Lucas had been slowly lear-
ning the Colonel system, but
has been racked up recently
with an injury.
rebound and then moved in for
the game-winning layup.
-It's a very disappointing
loss after coming back from 16
down," said Tide Coach C. M.
Newton. "I'm proud of our
basketball team for coming
back the way we did. We
missed an awful lot of good
shots. For some reason we
have never had a good
shooting game here."
Boy Smyth led the Gators
with 17 points and 18 rebounds,
playing Douglas, an All-SEC
star, to a virtual standoff.
Douglas had 20 points and also
snared 18 rebounds.
Freshman Sensation Drummer
Gets 20 As Upset Bid Falls
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It was just like a great
heavyweight title fight. There
..„-vs0-4;454.W....44P41410%.-4.
the- fighters wasn't. a
heavyweight.
But after Murray State's
heartbreaking 74-70 loss
before a packed crowd in the
„Sports Arena Monday night,
the Racers might move into
the heavyweight category, at
least with basketball fans
around the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Every trip up and down the
floor was nothing but ex-
citement. Every trip was like
a punch in a fight, planned and
drilled. But in the end, the
lightweight fighter lost.
It wasn't a knockout. It was
a decision that went the full 15
rounds, or should we say 40
minutes. Because it wasn't
until the final seconds the
outcome of the contest was
decided.
Eight times the lead
changed hands in the last half
and three times the game was
tied. With 5:03 left in the
contest, superstar guard
Charlie Fishback of the
Governors popped a 15-footer
and that put Austin Peay
ahead 63-62. That was the last
time the lead changed hands.
Austin Peay pushed the
margin to six at 72-66 as fresh-
man sensation Sam Drummer
scored on a layup at the 1:29
mark.
"That was a big rebound he
put up," said Austin Peay
Coach Lake Kelly.
"I didn't think he had a
clear shot but he made it and
that's what counts. It was a
very, very critical shot,"
Kelly added.
It proved to be, perhaps, the
winning shot.
Junior Grover Woolard
pumped a six-foot jumper at
the 1:04 mark and that cut the
Governor lead to four. Then
with just 40 seconds left, Jeff
Hughes hit a short jumper andJoe Ford poured in 25 points
and Jeff Fosnes add that made it 72-70.ed '23 as
Vandy used a patient attack Murray tried everything to
and flawless defense to dump get the ball back without
fouling. They came close butTennessee before a packed
close only counts in hor-
seshoes, as they say.
With six seconds left, fresh-
man guard Paul Smith fouled
Fishback and the senior guard
calmly hit both shots to put the
final score of 74-70 on the
board in the opening game of
the OVC season.
One of the keys in the game
was the inside play on the
offense boards of 6-8 junior
center Ralph Garner. Garner
grabbed off 13 rebounds and
finished with 19 points as did
Fishback, second only to
Drummer who had 20.
"Murray was very, very
tough," Garner said.
"They forced me to try and
hook the ball from the middle
of the lane and I couldn't hit.
They were really sagging on
defense. I'll tell you one
thing. ..Murray is a good team
and they are going to be right
up there when the season is
over," Garner said.
In the first half, Garner
wasn't going to the bucket that
well. He had only seven points
at intermission.
The main reason was the
defensive play of 6-6 senior
forward Jesse Williams and
the rebounding of Grover
Woolard.
"Woolard had a great
game," Garner said.
"We took care of him better
in the second half," Kelly said.
"We eliminated the
defensive spot where he was
hanging at and was getting
just about everything that
came off the boards," the
Austin Peay coach added.
Woolard, playing the best
game of his career, had 21
points and a game-high 14
rebounds.
"He was really psyched up
for the game," Murray Coach
Fred Overton said of Woolard.
"I've never seen Grover
play with that much emotion."
"We were really up for this
one. for a long, long time,"
Woolard said afterthe-glime.
"It could have went either
way. But the biggest thing
about it all was that it was just
one hell of a defensive game."
If you didn't think it was a
great defensive game, talk to
some of the players. There
wasn't anybody on either
house of 16,000. Ernie Grun-
feld had 20 and Mike Jackson
18 for the Vols.
"I was pleased with the
patience our team showed,"
said Coach Roy Skinner of
Vandy. "We hit one stretch
when we missed about three
straight shots but we were
viry patient and didn't let it
bother us."
Ray Mears of Tennessee
said the Commodores played
"a very solid game. The "F
Troop" are all super players."
Besides Fosnes and Ford, that
group also includes Butch
Feher, who had only four
points but Mears said "his
presence in the game bothered
us."
Eddie Johnson scored 28
points and Mike Mitchell
added 21 as Auburn overcame
a 42-33 first half deficit to trim
Mississippi State. Gary
Hooker led the Bulldogs with
18 points.
"We did it the tough way,"
said Coach Bob Davis of
Auburn. "This is a tough way
to get a share of the SEC lead,
but we are glad to be there.
It's going to be tough
anywhere we go in this league
now."
Coach Kermit Davis of State
said, "We had a lapse in the
second half that killed us. We
did not do the job defensively
in the second half."
Jack Givens poured in 26
points as Kentucky. never
trailed in easily disposing of
Georgia, which got 19 points
from Jacky Dorsey and 18
from Curtis Jackson.
"Boy, it makes a tremen-
dous difference, getting a
win," said Coach Joe Hall,
who had seen last year's
NCAA runner-up open con-
ference action with three
straight defeats. "Georgia has
a good team and I know
they're capable. I'm surprised
it came that easy."
Saturday's conference slate
has Vanderbilt_ at Kentucky-
for a 4 p.m. EST nationally
televised battle, I,SL at
Alabama, Auburn at Georgia,
Florida at Tennessee and 111c
Miss at Mississippi Slat
team that was standing up in
the locker rooms after the
contest.
Perhaps the most tired
player on the floor was 6-3
sophomore guard Tommy
Wade of the Racers. Wade
singly-handedly brought the
ball up the floor and in every
situation, Fishback was all
over him.
"I guess you could say I'm
pretty worn out," Wade said.
"As soon as you get the ball,
they are all over you. You
have to struggle even to get
open for an inbounds pass. But
tonight gave us a lot of con-
fidence. We're sure disap-
pointed to lose and a game like
this really drains you men-
tally and physically. But we're
going to be ready for anybody
now."
The largest margin in the
game was six points. Austin
Peay had that margin several
times in the first half and then
late in the game. At in-
termission, the Governors led
33-28.
Murray led by as much as
three points on several oc-
casions in the final half. Then
In the final minutes, Garner
and Fishback took charge.
There were several more
stars in the game. Vic Jordan
of the Racers did a sensational
job on defense, guarding none
other than Drummer.
"He's unreal isn't he?"
Jordan said.
had my hand in his face
every time he shot the ball and
he still nifinaged to make it."
Drummer, who had
originally signed a conference
letter of intent last spring with
top-ranked Indiana, was more
than unreal.
He leaped high into the air,
flicked his wrists and made it
look easy to throw in 20 and 25-
footers.
"Once I make up my mind, I
can do it,- Drummer said. -
Drummer said the OVC was
much tougher than he
thought it would be.
"If Murray is supposed to be
one of the lower teams in the
league, then it is going to be
some kind of year. Murray
really played some sticky
defense. They are just a great
club," Drummer added.
How great is Drummer?
"I wouldn't say he's the best
freshman we've ever
had...you know we had
another pretty good one a few
years back," Coach Kelly
said, in reference to Fly
Williams.
"They are different type
players. Fly was an offensive
machine. Sam canqihoot with
Fly, he plays better defense
and he's a better leaner. But
he just doesn't put the ball on
the floor as well. That's his
only weakness," Kelly added.
"He's a pro already,"
Overton said of Drummer.
hope he hurries up and
turns pro.. .if anyone from the
Atlanta Hawks was there
tonight, they'll give him two
million to sign. But I'll tell you
one thing.. .this kid named
Jordan that plays for us is
going to be one of the best
we've ever had here too,"
Overton added.
Jesse Williams finished with
20 points on eight of 15
shooting while Jordan added
13 and Jeff Hughes nine.
Jordan also grabbed off 10
rebounds as Murray sur-
prisingly outrebounded "The
Peay" 35-33.
"We felt if we could keep
Williams to 20 points or under,
we would win the game,"
Garner, the Austin Peay
centr, said.
"Williams is great. He's a
fantastic shooter and a great
person," added Garner.
Okay.
We know how tough
Cage Predictions
Fulton City at BALLARD by
14
Cuba at CALLOWAY by 13
Hickman County at
CARLISLE COUNTY by 3
Farmington at FANCY FARM
by 42
Fulton County at WING() by 7
Heath at REIDLAND by 11
Symsonia at JAMES by 4
Marshall County at ST. MARY
by 11
Trigg County at CHRISTIAN
COUNTY by 9
Season Record: 60-30 (.667)
Drummer is and how tough
Jordan and the other folks are.
There's only one more
question: How tough is Austin
Peay, _
In a pre-season scrimmage
at Kentucky, the Governors
defeated the Wildcats 108-100.
"I talked with the coach at
Southern Mississippi the other
day," Overton said.
"I wanted to get a scouting
report on Austin Peay.
They've played Alabama and
North Carolina and their
coach told me Austin Peay is
better than both of those
teams."
"We have to do a lot of
things before we get in the Top
20," Kelly said. "But we have
enough talent that I think we
can do it."
Drummer and Company is
now 10-2 on the season and will
host Morehead Saturday while
the Racers, now 3-7 overall,
will entertain Eastern Ken-
tueky here Saturday.
And in the meantime,
everyone who was at the game
Monday will be talking for the
next few days about what may
have been one of the very best
college games ever played
here. Or for that matter,
anywhere else.
Amities Posy
fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
Fishback 7-16 5-5 0 3 19
Jackson 1-5 0-0 4 2 2
Drummer 9-18 2-2 3 3 20
Howard 4-9 0-1 11 2 8
Garner 8-13 3-4 13 2 19
Ftsher 1-1 0-0 0 2 2
Garrett 2-3 0-0 2 1 4











































SNAKE FOR TWO—Grover Woolard, who had 14 rebounds
against Austin Peay, goes inside for two of his 21 points. Wat





LAP) — Francis Tarkenton
isn't sure he deserves the
honor, but his coach says it's
about time he won it.
In any event, the 35-year-old
Minnesota quarterback was
named Offensive Player of the
Year and Most Valuable
Player in the National
Football League today by The
Associated Press.
"I'm appreciative of the
recognition," Tarkenton said
in a telephone interview from
his business in Atlanta. "But I
really think it's impossible to
pick a person in a team sport
that is a most valuable
player."
Disagreeing was Vikings
Coach Bud Grant, who said,
-It's long overdue. I don't
know who's more deserving
than Francis."
Tarkenton led Minnesota to
a 12-2 record and its third
straight National Football
Conference Central Division
title in 1975. He passed for
2,994 yards and 25 touchdowns
and established several new
NFL records
In 15 seasons, Tarkenton has
completed 2,931 passes in 5,225
attempts for 291 touchdowns
— all records. His 38,840 yards
passing is within striking
distance of Johnny Unitas'
standard of 40,239 yards.
The Athens, Ga., native was
in the process of creating a
memorial for his late father.
Dallas Sr., when Informed of
_ .
the awards he has won. The
elder Tarkenton, a Methodist
minister, died of a heart at-
tack while watching the
Dallas Cowboys defeat the
Vikings 17-14 in the NFC
playoff Dec. 28.
Tarkenton, who still ap-
pears to play with the same
enthusiasm he brought to the
game as a 21-year-old rookie
in 1961, says the fanfare hasn't
made any difference to his
way of life.
"No matter how much you
achieve in life, you still think
of yourself as being a little boy
from Athens," said Tarken-
ton. "In many ways I'm a fan
of professional football."
Fran the Fan is the easy
winner of the MVP honor for
his 1975 performance. He
handily ou distanced three
running backs in the voting —
D.J. Simpson of Buffalo, Terry




Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger S. Times by
5:30 p. m. are urged to coil
753-1916 between 5:30 p. on.
and 6 p. in. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
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POSITION PAYS OFF-It doesn't matter how high a guy jumps off the floor. Its the position
that counts as Jeff Hughes of the Racers grabs the-v*1pound while Ralph Garner (SO) of Austin
Peay springs into the clouds. Also in the picture are Zoch Blasingame (42) of the Racers and Otis
Howard (45) of Nay.
(stet Photos by Mike Browlon)
Middle School Boys
Win Pair At Benton_
Murray Middle School won a
pair of boys' games Monday
night at Benton.
In the first contest, the
Tigers romped to an easy 41-22
win while in the second game,
Murray Middle posted a 44-27
victory over Benton's eighth
graders.
Murray never had any
trouble in the seventh grade
game as the Tigers jumped
out to a 10-2 lead at the end of
the first period. At halftime,
the Tigers enjoyed a 19-12 lead
and then put the game away in




The Calloway County fresh-
man basketball team ran its
record to 6-2 Monday night but
had to go into overtime to do
it.
The Lakers, playing at
North Calloway Elementary
School in part of a
doubleheader, had to mount a
come-from-behind attack
in the fourth period for the
win.
quarter stop, the first, 12-11.
At halftime, South Marshall
led 21-1811nd the Rebels led 34-
30 going into the last frame.
But Calloway, using its
sticky press and its fine speed,
outscored South Marshall 12,8
in the last frame to force the
game into overtime. Then in
the extra period, the Lakers
put four points on the board
while South could score only a
field goal.
Kenneth McCuiston led the
attack for the Lakers with 14
while Ricky Garland tossed in
12. Weaver had 17 to pace the
Rebels while Uzzle had 12.
South Mar-
'S. Marshall 11 10 13 8 2--
44
Call. Co. 12 6 12 12 4-46
South ( 44 )-Canup 4,
Piercefield 5, Weaver 17,
Uzzle 12 and Powell 6.
7 Calloway (46)-Rogers 8,
McCuiston 14, Guthrie 2,
Garland 12, Barrow 8 and
Cohoon 2.
Benton 12-6.
Todd Bradshaw and Greg
Schanbacher each had 10
points to pace the balanced
Tiger attack while Joel Klein
-had nine and Gary Sims eight
points.
It was the best game of the
year for Bradshaw, Coach Lee
Hook said. Hook said Sims had
an outstanding defensive
game and Klein and Schan-
bacher were tough on the
boards.
The win brings the seventh
grade Tigers to a 5-3 mark for
the season. The seventh
graders will play at Jetton
Friday afternoon.
In the eighth grade game,
Murray got off to a slow start
in the first period and led only
8-4. But in the second frame,
the Tigers easily outscored
Benton 15-8 for a 23-11 lead at
intermission.
Hook was able to play
everybody on the team in the
last half as the Tigers coasted
on to their seventh win in nine
outings.
Nick Hibbard had one of his
best games of the season as he
had 12 points, 18 rebounds and
five blocked shots in playing
some of the best defensive ball
of the season.
Nicky Swift fired in a game-
high 16 points and had 17
rebounds. Also Impressive in
the contest was reserve
Charlie Wells who played good
defense and had some good
board work and also con-
tributed with two points.
As a team, the Tigers had a
total of 50 rebounds. The
eighth graders, along with the
seventh graders, will be
olavirig at Heath Monday.
Seventh Grade
Murray 10 9 12 10-41
Benton 2 7 6 7-22
Murray (41)-Bumphis 2,
Klein 9, Schanbacher 10,
Morton 2, Sims 8, Bradshaw
10, Crittenden, Requarth,
Foster and Morganti.
Benton (22)-Darnell 1, J.
Powell 3, Fisk 1, Barrett 4,
Solomon 2, Carper 2, T. Powell
2 and Clapp 6.
Eighth Grade
Murray 8 15 2 13-44
Benton 4 7 8 8-27
Murray (44)--Hibbard 12,
A
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY ‘'ffiri"
127 South 7th Street 2471289 mwilod
Open II cm. to S p.m. Mon. Owe Fri.
8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Saturday Ilan( t•c,
We Write Au Tickets For NI Airlines Wink You 
Wad
140 CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES! I
We Honor The Same Credit Cards Mai., .1 MEI
The Airlines Do!- Such As.. (IPW 18.10
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
Mrs. Frank (Irene) Berry, Manager
Daniel 4, C. Wells 2, Swift 16,
Garland -2,-B. Wells 4, Rollins
2, Bogard 2, Gray, Britt,
Thompson and Milton.
Benton (27)-Ford 5,
Thompson 11, Preason 2, Hall
2 and Jackson 7.
Staubach And Cowboys Face
Big Test Against Front Four
By HAIAOCK
AP Sports Writer •
MIAMI ( AP) - When Roger
Staubach' leads the Dallas
Cowboy offense on the field to
face Pittsburgh's Steel Cur-
tain defense in Super Bowl X,
he will have four huge
problems on his hands.'
From left to right, they are:
L.C. Greenwood, 6-foot-6,
245 pounds.
Joe Greene, 6-foot-4, 275
pounds.
Ernie Holmes, 6-foot-3, 260
pounds.
Dwight White, 6-foot-4, 255
pounds.
They are easily the most
well known front four in
professional football, a
frightening, formidible
quartet that played a major
role in delivering the Super
Bowl Trophy to Pittsburgh
last January. - -
Gree,nwood, Holmes,
Greene and White limited
Minnesota to a record-low 17
rushing yards in last year's
. Super Bowl, permitting a
mere nine first downs. Unless
they are_controlled, it is en-
tirely likely that the Steel
Curtain could do the same
kind of terrible things to the
Cowboys.
So, the problem is how to
control them. Well, the im-
mediate job belongs to the
Dallas offensive line, com-
posed of tackles Ralph Neely
and Rayfield Wright, guards
Blaine Nye and Burton
Lawless and center John
Fitzgerald. All of them are
veterans except for Lawless, a
rookie out of Florida who will
line up across from Holmes
and White.
That Dallas line will try to
open the holes for running
backs Robert Newhouse and
Preston Pearson. Newhouse
rushed for 930 yards during
the regular season and
Pearson, who was signed by
the Cowboys after being cut by
Pittsburgh, gained 509.
The Steeler defensive
charge could force Staubach
into frequent use of the
shotgun formation which the
Cowboys have employed to
great advantage this season.
In obvious passing situations,
Staubach drops eight yards
back of the center to take the
snap.
The Cowboys say the
shotgun gives Staubach more
time to diagnose the defense
and attack it. Against the
Steelers, he'll be facing three
top linebackers in Andy
Russell, Jack Lambert and
Jack Ham and a secondary
Indiana Maintains Lead But
Nevada-Las Vegas On Upswing
By The Associated Press
The Hoosiers of Indiana,
winners of 12 straight
basketball games this season,
have strengthened their hold
on the No. 1 spot in The
Associated Press poll while
Oregon State - on the basis of
a stunning upset of UCLA -
has made its first appearance.
Defending national
champion UCLA, meanwhile,
-tumbled from third to eighth.
Indiana polled 57 of 58 first-
place votes and 1,158 of a
possible 1,160 points in
balloting by a national panel
of sports writers and broad-
casters.
No. 2 Maryland, 11-1, got 877
points, and Marquette jumped
from fourth to third with 843
points. The Warriors, 9-1,
were followed by unbeaten
Nevada-Las Vegas, 16-0,
which collected the other first-
place vote and 726 points in
climbing one place.
Wake Forest, 11-1, which
handed Maryland its first
defeat of the season last week,
moved from seventh to fifth
with 665 points.
• Undefeated Washington, 13-
0, climbed from eighth to sixth
with 645 points, and North
Carolina, 10-1, fell one place to
seventh with 585 points.
UCLA, a one-point winner
over unranked Oregon and
then a 17-point loser to
previously unrated Oregon
State last week, slipped five
places. The Bruins, 11-2,
earned 433 points. At the same
time, Oregon State debuted at
the No. 17 spot.
BOWLING
LAS VEGAS - Dave Davis
took a 37-pin lead after the
first round of the $100,000
Showboat Invitational
Bowling Tournament totalling
1,814 for eight games.
GENERAL
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio -
Wallace "Doc" Elliott, former
fullback and linebacker for
tne Canton Bulldogs, died at
the age of 75.
Vote On College Championship
Series May Be Put Off Year
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS ( AP) - The head
of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's football
playoff committee says a vote
on an official major college
championship series may
have to be put off for a year
because of a legislative
technicality.
"A lot is going to depend on
whether the NCAA
reorganizes from three
divisions to four," according
to Ernest C. Casale, chairman
of the NCAA's Division I
Football Championship
Feasibility Committee.
The problem is that the
proposal before the NCAA
convention later this week on
whether to set up a major
college championship playoff




consists of 134 football schools.
First, however, the delegates
must vote on whether to
establish a so-called "super"
division, which would ten-
tatively include 91 institutions
- seven major conferences
plus 21 independents. And
such a division would not take
effect until Aug. 1.
"I think the chances are
fairly good for passage if the
current Division I votes on a
playoff," Casale said. "But if
a new Division I is formed, the
playoff proposal probably
won't come up and we'll have
to lose another year."
An NCAA spokesman was
even more emphatic.
"There's no way in the
world it'll pass if
reorganization takes place,"
he said.
-It's a shame this all had to
come up at the same time
we're trying to develop a
Division I championship,"
Casale said. "I think a
national championship would
be good for college football.
I'm fairly close to basketball,
and I think the NCAA Tour-
nament is the greatest thing
ever to happen in that sport.
"The 1975 tournament drew
the largest television audience
ever to watch a basketball
game, college or pro. I feel the
same thing would happen in
football. It would add so much
more meaning to the football
season."
The major opponents of a
championship playoff have
been the post-season bowls
and those conferences that
have annual bowl tie-ups like
the Pacific-8, Big Ten, Big
Eight and Southwest Con-
ference.
"You can find all kinds of
reasons for not having it,"
Casale said. "But we have
No. 9 Tennessee, 11-1, with
395 points, and No. 10 Rutgers,
unbeaten in 11 games, with 393
points, rounded out the Top
Ten.
Hy 'rhe Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
basketball poll with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records through Sunday and
total points. Points based on
20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-
1. Indiana (57) 12,0 1,158
2. Maryland 11-1 877
3. Marquette 9-1 843
4. Nev.-L.V. (1) 16-0 726
5. Wake Forest 11-1 665 -
6. Washington 13-0 645
7. N. Carolina 10-1 585
8, UCLA 11-2 433
9. Tennessee 11-1 395
10. Rutgers 11-0 393
11. Alabama 10-1 348
12. St. John's 11-1 247
13. N. C. St. 10-1
14. Cincinnati 11-2
15. Notre Dame 6-3
16. Michigan 9-3
17. Oregon St. 9-4
18. Centenary
19. W. Texas St.
20. Missouri
said that it will not affect the
bowls at all. In fact, I think
this gives a little more
meaning to the bowls because
any bowl team might be the
national champion."
Plans to be presented here
consist of a four-team or a
two-team playoff format, with
the teams to be selected from
bowl winners.
"It might not be this year,"
Casale said, "but before too






LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API -
Tennessee Coach Ray Mears
hasn't closed the book on the
Great Free Throw Con-
troversy, and says he won't
until he finds out why Ken-
tucky's Joe Hall called the
incident a "premeditated
conspiracy."
Mears said he would have
his say "when I find out who
Joe's accusing of a
premeditated conspiracy. I've
got to find out who he's talking
about. That 'premeditated
conspiracy' stuff is pretty
strong language."
After viewing films of
Kentucky's 90-88 overtime loss
to Tennessee last Saturday,
Hall told a television audience
Sunday that Tennessee's
Ernie Grunfeld shot and made
four free throws to which he
was not entitled.
Hall showed films of the
game and pointed out two
instances in which Kentucky
players were called for fouling
Tennessee players other than
Grttnfeld. On both occasions,
the game films showed
Grunfeld standing away from
the foul. After each foul,
though, Grunfeld walked the
length of the floor and shot the
free throws.
"It was an unfortunate
thing," Hall said after the
show. 'There's nothing that
can be done. I just hope it
doesn't happen again. That's
all I'm concerned about."
Mears first learned of Hall's
Statement Sunday night at a
Nashville hotel where his
team was staying. At that
time, Mears said that he had
not seen the game films and
would not until Wednesday,
and so would not be able to
determine if Grunfeld indeed
stepped in to shoot for a
teammate.
"If it did happen, they have
a right to complain," Mears
said. "But it should have been
caught at the time.
"Actually, it is the
responsbility of the officials
and the scorer to see that such
things are handled properly at
the time they occur," Mears
said. "But it is not unusual for
a taller man to step in on a
jump ball or a better foul
shooter to go to the line."
Hall agreed that "it's a
referee's responsibility to see
who goes on the line," but
added that an official coulpe
pardoned if he missed such.ts.
substitution. "It was an un-
sportsmanlike thing to do,"
Hall said.
Referee Don Wedge, who
called both plays in question,
said he didn't know of a
possible substitution until Hall
mentioned it at halftime. The
official said Hall's statistician













that includes cornerbacks J.T.
Thomas and hiel Blount, the
defensive player of the year,
and safeties Mike Wagner and
Glen Edwards.
Blount led the NFL with 11
interceptions during the
regular season. He is the key
man in a secondary that must
defend against wide receivers
Drew Pearson and Golden
Richards and tight ends Billy
Joe DuPree and Jean Fugett,
who act as play messengers
for Coach Tom Landry.
Staubach was the NFC's
second-best passer during the
regular season, trailing only
Fran Tarkenton of Minnesota.
He completed 198 of 348
attempts for 2,666 yards and 17
touchdowns.
Drew Pearson was his
favorite target with 46
receptions. The speedy
receiver is best remembered
for the 50-yard TD strike he
caught in the fading seconds to
beat Minnesota in the
playoffs.
The Steelers present a
peculiar defensive problem
for Staubach and the Cowboys
to solve. Pittsburgh had the
fourth-best defensive
statistics in the NFL last
season with a yield of 3,661
yards.
That total was split between -
the pass and the run. The
Steelers gave up 1,825 yards to
the rush and 1,836 in the air.
That means they have no
particular weakness - no
special area that Staubach
can attack.
The Cowboys geneated the
third-best offense in the
league and led the NFC with
5,025 yards. Of that total, 2,593
were gained through the air
and 2,432 along the ground.
Besides his obvious passing
abilities, Staubach poses a
running threat to the Steelers.
He gained 316 yards in 55
carries during the regular
season and was the Cowboys'
fourth-best runner behind
Newhouse, Preston Pearson
and Doug Dennison, who
gained 383.
Richards had the best
average among the Cowboy
receivers, picking up 21.5
yards per catch. But, except
for Drew Pearson and Fugett,
who caught 38 passes,
Staubach had more success
throwing to his backs.
Newhouse caught 34 and
Preston Pearson 27.
Most Super Bowl teams like
to establish a running game
first and then play off that to
their passing game. Pitt-
sburgh's success in the 1976
Super Bowl can be traced tq
the nearly complete shutoff of
the Minnesota ground game,
forcing Tarkenton to the air.
It must be expected that
Dallas will try the same
technique of churning out the
yards on the ground with
Newhouse and Preston
Pearson. They will need holes
from their offensive line and
that's where the Steel Curtaih
comes in. So, it seems this
game will be settled in the
trenches.
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Notre Dame 77, Pitt 66' •
St. John's, N.Y. 74, Hawaii
71, OT
Hofstra 69, Canisius 67
Buffalo 95, Cent Michigan 77
Navy 90, Muhlenberg 66
S. Peter's 71, New Hemp
shire 60
SOUTH
Kentucky 92, Georgia 76
Florida 71, Alabama 70
Auburn 75, Miss St 70
Vanderbilt 77, Tennessee 66
Citadel 78 VMI 71
S. Carolina St 75, Baptist 66
Stetson 75, Marshall 68
Jacksonville 55, Rhode Island
52
Vs Tech 114, W Virginia 80
Tulane 111, S Mississippi 86
W Ky 83, Middle Tenn, 69
Tenn..Martin 81, Ark. St 66
Kere (Jay St 112, Chicago St
77
Tenn-Chat. 82, Jcksnvl BO
MIDWEST
Indiana 69, Michigan St 57
Purdue el, Northwestern 81
Illinois 71, Wisconsin 61
Missouri 106, MacMurray 34
Michigan U. Ohio St 81
S III. 70, N Mex. St 68, OT
St. Louis U 93, Iowa St 64
SOUTHWEST
SMU 108, TCU 8.4
Texas Tech 83, Rice 541
N Texas St 89, Arizona St 86
Baylor 82, Texas 77
Texas A8•1 85, Abilene Chr. 78
Houston 72, Arkansas 71
FAR WEST
Weber St 60, Long Bch St 55
PuOet Sound 68, Fresno St 53
UC Davis 75, UC Riverside 74
EXHIBITION
Centenary 103, Ath. in Action -
E 87
WHERE TO NOW?-Tommy Wade seems to be having problems trying to find someone to throw
the ball to. Sticking ga over Wade is guard Norman Jackson (14) of the Governors. In the corner,
waving for the boll, is Jesse Misses (40) of the Racers.
Join the search for the
apes. Tonight
Watch "Search for the Great Apes- tonight on Public Television and meet
Dian Vossey and Birure Galdikas-Brindarnour who have searched for the great apes
and found remarkably gentle creatures. Join series host E.G. Marshall. Tonigki
WKMU/21
800 p. m. - The National Geographic
Specials
Made possible by a grant from Gulf Oil Corporation. Presented on PBS by WQED/Pittsburgh.
•
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Reagan Says He Made A Mistake In Explaining Budget Cut
Ronald Reagan says he
made a mistake in explaining
his controversial plan to cut
$90 billion in federal
programs, and one of his
campaigners says he thinks
the former California
governor is sorry he ever
mentioned a specific figure.
Reagan, campaigning in
Bloomington, Ill., in his quest
for the Republican
presidential nomination, said
Monday his plan had been
misinterpreted as eliminating
such programs as welfare and
Medicaid.
Meanwhile, President Ford
announced his plans to open
his 1976 campaign with a Feb.
7 trip to New Hampshire.
Reagan, in a speech in
Chicago last September, said
some federal programs should
be transferred to the states
and that this would mean a
;A-billion cut in federal
spending. He has been asked
repeatedly to explain this
proposal during recent
campaign appearances,
especially about how the
states would finance the
programs.
Asked about it Monday,
Reagan said, "I guess I made
a mistake in the speech that I
made in Chicago back in
September.... This now seems
to have been interpreted that
I'm talking about whacking
$90 billion out, shutting off the
federal government and
throwing this burden back on
the people.- No What I
proposed was a systematic
transfer of both respon-
sibilities and the resources for





OH, DEAR -- - THE
WORST RE PORT
CARD I EVER CrOT
THE PHANTOM
Michael J. Ward, com-
munications director for
Illinois Citizens for Reagan,
said he thought the former
governor was trying to back
away from the ;90-billion
figure.
"What he was trying fe-
emphasize was the concept,"
Ward said. think he's sorry
he even alluded to the $90-
billion figure at all. He simply
feels there are some programs
and actions that are better
suited to the state level. It's
not necessarily the $90-billion
figure at all. Many people
focused on the figure rather
than the idea of shifting these
programs down to the state
level."
Elsewhere, there were these
political developments on
Monday:
—A Louis Harris poll
showed Alabama Gov. George
Wallace finishing second in a
field of announced and
potential Democratic can-
didates. In a survey of 1,475
prospective voters made six
weeks ago, Wallace finished
second to noncandidate Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-
Mass., when both were listed
in a field of 24 Democrats.
But when Wallace was
pitted on a one-to-one basis
with individual candidates he
finished behind such con-
tenders as former Gov.
Jimmy Carter of Georgia.
Carter received only 2 per
cent of the vote in the fullfield
Pull.
—Presidential press
secretary Ron Nessen said
Ford has accepted an in-
vitation to speak to the annual
MR SCHOOL. BUILDING
COLLAPSED 50 WE HAVE TV
COME AEU TO qCOR
sci4oa. FOR AWE...
dinner of the Nashua, N.H.,
'Chamber of Commerce. He
indicated Ford would make
visits to other New Hampshire
towns that day and perhaps
the next day.
New Hampshire holds the
first primary of the year on
Feb:- 24. Reagan already has
campaigned there4ouring the
state by bus lag week, and is
to return there Thursday.„;,,„,_
Beyond Feb. 7, Nessen sale?'
Ford has no further plans to
campaign in New Hampshire
before the primary balloting.
He said he had no information
on which other primary states
the President will visit.
But Nessen earlier had said
Ford was considering one or
two campaign trips to each of
the earliest primary states,
including Florida, Illinois and
North Carolina.
—The Christian Science
Monitor said it polled 153
Republican state chairmen
and found them to be more
concerned about Reagan's
weaknesses than those of
Ford. The newspaper said it
received 92 responses and 90
per cent of the answers
focused on a "Reagan
problem."
The GOP leaders' worried
that Reagan had "simplistic




—The newest entry in the
Democratic race, Sen. Robert
C. Byrd, entered West
Virginia's primary race, also
filing as a candidate for re-
election to a dfourth Senate











 LK OH, IT'S PERFECTLY LEGAL
Fop ABDL1L THE DECAPITATOR TO HAVE At MANiv
T. WIVES AS HIS HEART DESIRES!
said he has not decided
whether to enter the primaries
of other states. He added:
"I'm not closing the door on
running in any."
—In Boston, a group sup-
porting U.N. Ambassador
Daniel PatrictMoynihan as a
Democratic presidential
candidate asked that
Moynihan's name be restored
to .be Massachusettts
triniary ballot. Moynihan had
his name removed from the
ballot earlier.
—Former North Carolina
Gov: Terry Sanford remained.
in a Salem, Masa, hospital
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield says U.S. in-
telligence agencies have
undergone sizable cuts in
manpower, but are receiving
as much government money
as ever.
Mansfield, D-Modt., said in
an interview Monday that the
total number of persons
working for the CIA and other
intelligence agencies has
dropped from 142,000 in 1969 to
80,000 today. Despite the 43
per cent cut in manpower,
"there's been little or no
constriction of funds" ap-
propriated to the agencies by
Congress, he said.
Meanwhile, it was learned
that former CIA Director
Richard M. Helms is retaining








Monday, canceling a four-day
swing through New Hamp-
shire. Sanford entered the
hospital Sunday with chest
pains. A spokesman said the
hospital reported finding no
signs of a heart attack.
—Sen. Hubert H. Hum-
phrey, officially a non-
candidate, said in a University
of Southern California speech
that the United States should
end its involvement in Angola.
Humphrey said Angola is not
yet another Vietnam but that
the United States is involved
„In "the type of civil war which
cOald lead to an incredibly
THEY STOLE THE 04AMONO„,
WITH THE HELP OF THE
WITCHMAN







a top trial lawyer to defend
him against possible charges
stemming from a 1971 break-
in. Three sources with *s to
the intelligence community
said Helms is in the process of
A workshop designed to
explore more creative ap-
proaches to working with
handicapped children 3-10
years of age will be held at
Murray State University
Saturday morning, Jan. 17.
Scheduled from 9 to 11:30




Invitation to Learning" is




coordinator, said the session is
geared to teachers,
paraprofessionals, mental
health personnel, and students
working with children in early
childhood programs, kin-
dergarten, and the lower
elementary grades.
Tony Di Paolo, Kentucky
coordinator for Handicapped
Children in Head Start, will
conduct the workshop on the
theme of "Make Each Day a
Fun Day."
Among the topics of general
interest to be presented 11ra,
these: reading can be fun and
is; integrating language arts;
games and activities to make
learning fun; mainstreaming
handicapped children into the
regular classroom; a singing
class is a happy class; pup-
pets—language development;
and activities to stimulate
language.
Sanders said Di Paolo, who
is maintaining a full calendar
of workshops, has had ex-
tensive experience in working
with handicapped youngsters
and makes "a fast-paced,
lively presentation of creative
approaches to teaching
them."
No advance registration is
required for the workshop.
Further information may be
obtained by calling Jim
Sanders at (502) 762-2446 in the




—Rep. Paul N. McCloskey,
R-Calif., said in Dayton, Ohio,
that the nomination of Reagan
could cause "the demise of
the Republican party."
McCloskey said at the
University of Dayton that
Reagan insisted while serving
as governor that the
California GOP allow only
conservatives into the party.
"Mostly the party has been
destroyed because Reagan
has required almost a litmus
test (to prove) you are a
conservative," McCloskey
said.




John Connally against bribery
charges.
The Justice Department is
considering bringing a civil
rights charge against Helms
for his role in the break-in at a
Fairfax City, Va., photo studio
run jointly by a former CIA
employe and a former official
in the Castro government,
according to department
spokesmen. Helms headed the
agency at the time of the
break-in. -
Officials said no decision
has been made whether to
prosecute Helms or any other
individual linked to the break-
in, but a decision is expected




Helms, now ambassador to
Iran, could be reached for
comment.
Mansfield said the 1969
figure of 142,000 "very likely"
represented the peak of in-
telligence manpower in the
United States. He declined to
say where he got the figures
but insisted they were "ac-
curate" and that he would
"take full responsibility for
them."
He refused to break the
figures down among the
various intelligence agencies
and said he did not know in
what areas of operation the
personnel cuts had been
made.
Until now the most widely
accepted figure for U.S.
intelligence manpower was
contained in a 19'74 book by
two former intelligence of•
ficials which said 10 agencies
had a total of 153,250 em-
ployes.
It was not clear whether
Mansfield's figures covered
the same agencies. Mansfield
said of the current 80,000
figure, "I would think we need
to a pare it still more."
The earliest record of a man
giving up smoking was in 1679,
when Johan Kastu, sheriff of
Turku, Finland, wrote his
diary, "I quit smoking to-
bacco." He died one month lat-
er.
Kitchen arithmetic: a pound
of suet (chopped medium fine)
measures 3% cups. If you enjoy
old-fashioned steamed pud-





6 Evaluates 3 Quarrel
11 Basque 4 Let it stand
game 5 Detest
12 Omits from 6 Breathes
pronuncia- 7 Toward
lion shelter
14 Cooled lava 8 Crown
15 Damp 9 Man's
16 Ocean 
nickname
17 What? (col- 10 
Suffering in -




20 Self-con- nickname 13trolled
23 Coniunction 1.n3 P„rtm ou, 31 Affirmative
25 Three-toed 'w 33 Ethiopianti-
siOth potato tie21 Cry of goat
26 Hard wood 22 Peer Gynts 37 Brim






32 Goddess of 
24 Resort
healing 27 Beverage
34 Prefix: for- 
28 Amplified
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Retired Colone
Oversee l'ville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A federal judge has named a
retired Army colonel to
oversee the desegregation of
the Jefferson County schools.
Col. Jack Balthis, retired
chief of staff of the Ft. Knox
Armor Center, was appointed
Monday by U.S. District
Judge James F. Gordon to
succeed Glenn Schilling, who
resigned as "special master."
In other desegregation
developments Monday,
members nf the former
Louisville school board
defended the desegregation
plan in an appellate court
brief; the county board
elected a new chairman and
considered state legislation to
support, and a new coalition of
antibusing groups showed
signs of strife.
Balthis, 57, has had 314s
years of military service, 12
overseas, and has known
Judge Gordon since about
1966.
He said he felt Gordon chose
him because of his extensive
administrative experience
and because he has time to
devote to overseeing the plan.
Schilling reportedly
resigned because his duties as
special master were taking
too much time from his law
practice.
Gordon's plan, involving
busing of about 22,600 of the
system's 120,000 students, was
defended in a brief filed in the




The brief was on behalf of
five members of the former
city board, who became
members of the new county
board when the city and
county systems merged last
year.
Members of the former
county board appealing
Gordon's order said in a brief
last month that the plan is
unfair because it requires
"some white children being
transported more than others,
and some black children being
transported more than others,
and all black children at least
four times as often as any
white children."
The city board brief says
that because of the system's
ratio of four white students to
each black, "and the greater
number of all-white schools, it
was necessary to transport
more blacks in order to
eliminate the racial iden-
tifiability of all schools in the
system."
,Gordon has allowed the
former city and county boards
to retain separate identities in
pursuing court appeals of the
plan.
In a working session
Monday, the board considered
legislation that Supt. Ernest
Grayson and his staff
recommend supporting in the
General Assembly.
It included removal of a
provision in a school tax bill
that would subject additional
school taxes to recall if 5 per
cent of the voters signed
petitions.
It also included proposals
supported by the Kentucky
Education Association, such
as expansion of kindergarten
classes, full financing for
yearround school, increased
state funds for teacher pay,
elimination of student fees arid
free textbooks fok. students in
grades 9 through 12.
The board elected Orville R.
Miller, Jr., a State Farm
Insurance agent, as chair-
man, to succeed the Rev. Don
M. Randolph, who was ap-
pointed by state school of-
ficials when the city and
county schools were merged.
Miller, a county board
member since 1969, said he
wants to end the clashes
between former city and
former county board mem-
bers — to "get the hatchets
buried and the wounds
healed."




antibusing groups that had
hoped to present a united
front.- '-- 
Two of 21 groups
represented in a meeting
Saturday indicated they
probably wouldn't be part of
further such "summit
meetings."
Jack Shore, chairman of
United Labor Against Busing,
said he planned to separate his
group from the coalition
following union officials'
complaints that the group was
working with "radical,
groups" such as the Ku Klux
Klan and the John Birch
Society, both represented
Saturday.
And Bill Lucey, grand
dragon of the Kentucky
chapter of the United !Clans of
America, blasted the union
leaders for their criticizin,
and said he, too, would attend
no further coalition meetings.
Pvt James Smith
Now At Ft Campbell
FT. CAMPBELL — Army
Private James E. Smith, 20,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar T.
Smith, Route 8, Murray, was
assigned to the 101st Airborne
Division at Ft. Campbell, Icy.,
I5ec. II.
Pvt. Smith, a crew chief in
Battery A. 4th Battalion of the
division's 77th Field Artillery,
entered the Army last May,
completed basic training at
Ft. Knox, Ky., and was last
stationed at Ft. Eustis, Va.
He is a 1973 graduate of















on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 75 3 -
19 16 and 753-1917.
LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Tablets and
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Kointuck Auction Cc
R 7 flos Ili Knolon My 47025
15821527 9948
WE LOOK into your




paper for details of one
of the best equipment,
household and collectors
auctions. Location:
Rodell Gardner farm, 4
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2. Notice
THE MURRAY Hair-
dressers is going to have









5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK eow. Lost
near Midway. Call 753-
2539.









party. Earn cash or gift,
Call 753-0034 between 6-
and 7 p.m.
NEED WASH PERSON,
male. Apply in person.
See James Boone at
Boone Laundry and
Cleaners, 605 Main.








to work 3 or 4 days a
week. 3 p. m. to 7 p. m.
Apply in person at
Bunny Bread Co. No
phone calls please.
8. Storage Buildings





14 Want To Buy
7 OR 8 foot regulation pool
table with accessories.
Call 7534970 after 5 p.m.
15 Articles For Sale
OAK FIREWOOD for
sale. 20" logs $14.00 a
rick. 24" logs $16.00 a
rick. Will special cut to
your needs. Call 436-









paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent
shampooer, Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.










a better job with famous
Blue Lustre. Western
















China cabinet and buf-
fet, drop leaf table,




and about 200 Avon
bottles. Prices cut on
all concrete yard or-
naments, lumber,
doors, and windows
for sale. Both types of
hot water heaters.
Located on 280, 1/4 mile
off 121. Call 436-2128.
SPECIAL 36" CHAIN
LINK fence with 1% 0.
D. line post, 1% 0. D. top
rail, and tie wires. 79
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For
all your fencing needs






also, 25 cubic foot chest
type freezer. Call 753-
4825.
SOLID OAK TABLE, 6
chairs, buffett with
beveled mirror. Call 753-
5484.
ONE TWIN mattress, 2
box springs, $20 each,




ONE UPRIGHT AND one
canister vacuum
cleaner. Both runs good.
$20.00 each. Call 753-
7144.
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple
















Like new condition. Call
753-4383.
20 Sports Equipment
FOR SALE Sears bicycle,
like new. Three speed.
Call 753-6564.
44 MAGNUM CALIBER
J. W. Saws outfit of Colt
Western Marshall pistol
with 5 boxes of 44
magnum shells and a
western holster to fit
pistol. Valued over $200.
First $140 takes it. Call
753-5106 after 5:30.
COLT TROOPER, Mark
III .357 or .38 special, 6"
barrell. $150.00, cash.
Call 753-9845 after 5 p.
rn. t--
BROWNING 12 gauge
shotgun, rib barrell. Call
after 5, 753-8555.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury
Locator, trolling motor,
power trim. Call 753-3932
or 753-3226 after 4.
NORTHWESTERN
GOLF Clubs, one
complete set and bag.
Graphit Driver. GR 70 x
14 radial, 4 wheel grain
bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.





for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
BE A ROCK DRUMMER.
Learn how to play
drums with rock-n-roll,




PHILLIPS REEL TO reel
sound on sound, 7"
wheels, very good
condition. Call 753-6280













19" SYLVANIA color TV,
4 years old, works good.
$65.00. Call 753-7144.
BLACK AND WHITE
RCA TV. Console model,
5 years old. Excellent
condition. $75.00. Call
753-5177.
27 Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.





The Chester Engineers will be in the Murray-
Hazel area conducting dye studies on the
sanitary sewer systems from Tuesday, January
13 through Friday, January 23, 1976. Normal
working hours will be from approximately 12:00
midnight to 6:00 A. M. The plapose of the studies
Is to locate sources of infiltration/inflow in the
sewer systems. Any questions which may arise
while testing is being conducted in your vicinity,
May be referred to the Chester personnel on
location.
1971 12 x 70 GUERDON, 2
bedroom bath and half,
carpeted, air con-
ditioned, underpinning.
Call 753-8045 after 6 p.
m.
MOBILE HOME and lot.
1974 Atlantic 12 x 65,
carpeted, central air,
underpinned, furnished,
many extras, must see,
great buy at $10,500.
Over $12,000 invested. 3
and three-tenths miles
from Murray. Near East
Elementary. Call 753-
6809 or 492-8120. Leaving
town, must sell.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
NEW TWO bedroom
mobile homes. 12 x 50 all
electric, central heat
and air. 31/2 miles East
of Murray. Phone 753-
7381 or 753-5303 after 5
p.m
12 x 54 TWO BEDROOM









GEMEI;i1A1_, BUT THEY HAVE
ATOMIC M15/LE' AND GRAIN.





16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
SMALL TWO BEDROOM
all electric, $50.00 per
month. Call 489-2595.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED EXTRA


























ments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Phone 753-5865




for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 753-
586.5 days or 753-5108
after 6 p.m.
FURNISHED APART-




33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR rent in
country home. Call 436-
2510.





1002 Poplar Street. $100




36 For Rent Or Lease
NEW CARS, day, week,
month to qualify
drivers. Taylor Motors,











arid can be erected in 15
minutes. 8 x 16 x 7 and 5
x 14 x 6. For all your






all breeds, Pine Point
Estates. Phone 901-642-
8977.
SELLING OUT. I am
selling my entire kennel
of nice AKC registered








Poodles. Also have some
beautiful puppies.
Phone after 7 p.m.
Murray, 7534469.
START THE New Year
with some land of your
own near Kentucky
Lake. We have some
- -,very choice five acre
tracts on a black top
road (Kirby Jennings
Trail) near Hamlin, Ky.
These can be purchased







located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.




Talent, and Ronnie Pea
would like to thank you
for making 1975 a very
good year for them. And
also invite you to call on
them at anytime for





lot with 3 bedroom, 2
bath home in city limits.













home North of Murray
approximately 2 miles,
completely redecorated
inside, nice carpet and
drapes. Excellent
condition on 1 acre.
Priced at $18,200. Call
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.
cerenry Lir* le tati;a, Ira
metre' beet end sit • 3 Wipe
bedrooms, 2 bettie, hew
bray row owl dee, (privacy)
• mad cad street Mar
rcbeels.
web t.ka S"Plail 111,110
III dirri.d *rot bedroom
hem,. This 1,, story hissie is





sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by
the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
46 Homes For Sdir
DELIGHTFUL 3
BEDROOM Brick, large
rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.
$26,500, 401 N. 10th St. 753-
0690








and air. Nice neigh-









Highway 121 and 1836 in
Goldwater. Call 489-2145.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2
car carport. Call 753-
0846, for appointment.
THREE BEDROOM
house, 60 x 450 lot, fruit
trees, small strawberry
patch. Call 753-2588.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
train city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
4 tit
XL 250 HONDA 1975, 2
helmets, 2 sets of tires.
Also trailer with it, and
mag wheels. Call 753-
9859.
48 Automotive Service
VW MAG wheel rims.
Call 489-2319 after 5.
FOR SALE, ROCKET
ALUMINUM 13 inch 4
lug mag wheels. Call
753-5655.
TRUCKLOAD TIRE Sale.
4 ply polyester. White
wall your choice A78x13,
C78x13 or E78x14 one
low price $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE tax. Your
choice G78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price





plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
choice GR78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
Wide ones 4 ply
premium nylon with
white raised letters,
your choice G70x14" or
G60x14" one low price
$25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
Truck tires highway
tread 6 ply 700x15"
premium grades 0.54
plus $2.80 FE tax.
750x16" 8 ply premium
grade $29.15 plus $3.59.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
TN.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1967 CHEVROLET us ton










Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-






air, factory wheels. Call
753-6555.




1972 OLDS Cutless vinyl
top, all power, tur-
bohydrarnatic, air.,Best
offer over $1,700. Call
753-8354.
1973 DODGE PICKUP,
club cab. Good con-
dition. Like new. Will
trade. Call 435-4503.
1942 LINCOLN, extra
sharp. See at 509 South
7th.
1974 BLACK AND WHITE
LTD. Approximately
21,000 miles, power












wheel disc, radial tires,










Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1,12 mile
































vinyl roof. $20.00, free
pickup and delivery.
Day or night service.
Call 753-2550.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleltns rugs of all kinds.









work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to
New Concord. Gravel,
white rock and top soil
delivered anywhere.
Call Ross, 436-2505, open
7 days a week.
PLUMBING OR Electric,






efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0606.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum






Call 753-4124, South 4th







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.








of color and materials.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.m.
or weekends.
WILL DO QUILTING.




etc. Call 436-5838. 19
years old.
53 Feed And Send
KOBE HAY, Call 753-7269
after 4 p. m.
HAY AND straw. Call 753-
4095.
GOOD BALE of Claire




Siamese cat. Has had all
shots. Call 753-1889.
FREE TWO MONTH
OLD part- Collie puppy.











THE CITY OF MURRAY will accept ap-
plications for employment in the Murray Fire
Department. Applications and other information
concerning wages and working conditions may
be obtained by contacting, JAME COOPER, Chief




The City of Murray will accept bids on
curb and gutter construction in the
Douglas Community at the City Clerk's of-
fice in City Nall until 5 p.m. on January 22,
1976. Design specifications may be ob-
tained at the clerk's office.
I NOTICEThe Squash Blossom is having the end of the
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Weatherly's Final Rites Today
Funeral Wednesday For Mrs. Stack
At Local Chapel
The funeral services for
Mrs. Lucille Irvan Weatherly
of 613 Broad Street, Murray,
will be held Wednesday at ten
a. m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Dr. H. C. Chiles and Rev. Jack
Jones officiating. Music will
be by Gus Robertson, Jr.,
soloist, and Richard Jones,
organist.
Serving as active
pallbearers will be Bert
Coleman, Frank Shroat,
Pruce Day, Marshall Garland,
Robert V. Johnson, and Bethel
Richardson. Honorary
pallbearers will be Ty
Holland, Dub Russell, Homer
Lancaster, Gingles Wallis,
Frank Albert Stubblefield, J.
B. Wilson, and John Thomas
Irvan. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Weatherly, age 69,
widow of Roy A. Weatherly,
died Sunday at Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. She was a member of
the First Baptist Church.
Survivors are five
daughters, Mrs. Kay Ray,
Mrs. Ginni Hopkins, and Mrs.
Nettie Jones, all of Murray,
Mrs. Mary Frances
Richardson, Aurora, and Mrs.
Janice Sublett, Denver, Colo.;
three sons, Roy Weatherly,
Jr., Hopkinsville, John R.
--Weatherly, Louisville, and
Harry Weatherly, Murray;
four sisters, Mrs. Virginia
Dixon, Murray, Mrs. Nelle
Pace, Hardin, Mrs. Eloise
Erwin, Clawson, Mich., and
Mrs. Lois Jones, Muskogee,
Okla.; one brother, 0. B.





Funeral services for Miss
Dottie E. Bennett are being
held today at one p.m. at
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
Bro. Vernon Turner and Bro.
Charlie Sweatt officiating.
Burial will be in the Bethel
Cemetery.
Miss Bennett, age 84, who
was born and had lived all of
her life at her home on Route
One, Buchanan, Tenn., died
Saturday at three p.m. at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. Born
June 21, 1891, she was the
daughter of the late Samuel A.
and Alice Emergene Pat-
terson Bennett.
Survivors include one
brother, Lindsey A. Bennett of
Route One, Buchanan, Tenn.,
and several nieces and
nephews. Two sisters, Mrs.
Lottie Caldwell and Mr. EuLs
May Williams, and two
brothers, Rupert A. Bennett
and Freeman E. Bennett,
preceded her in death.
Rites Are Today
For Herman Rogers
The funeral for Herman
Rogers of the Lynn Grove
community is being held today
at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. William C.
Hart and Rev. A. M. Thomas
officiating. Music is by Gus
Robertson, Jr., soloist, and
Mrs. Oneida White, organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Howard Rogers, Lenith
Rogers, J. C. Lamb, Jim
Wilson, James Lee Cohoon,
and James Allen Rogers.
Burial will be in the Salem
Cemetery.
Mr. Rogers, age 80, died
Sunday at noon at his home.
He was a retired farmer,
veteran of World War I, and a
member of the Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Clara Mayfield Rogers, son,
Carroll Martin Rogers and
wife, Martha Jo, grand-
daughter, Mrs. Debbie Doron,
and three grandsons, Steve,
Terry, and David Rogers, all
of Lynn Grove; one sister,
Mrs. Mary Chambers, Far-
mington Route One; one
brother, Carman Rogers,
Murray.
Final rites for Mrs. Cora
Bell Stack, mother of Mrs.
Eleanor Sowell and Mrs. Lillie
M. Pace of Murray, are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Anglin Funeral
Home, Dover, Tenn., with
Rev. Charles Nelson of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Pugh Flat Cemetery, Bum-
phis Mills, Tenn.
Mrs. Stack, age 84, died
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. at the
General Care C.pnvalescent
Center, Clarksville, Tenn. Her
husband, William F. Stack,
died in 1958.
Also surviving are three
other daughters, Mrs. Evelyn
Pace and Mrs. Helen Meredith
of Granite City, Ill., and Mrs.
Louie Sowell of Bumph's
Mills, Tenn., two sons, Will N.'
and Henry F. Stack of Granite






Committee for Murray and
Callaway County will meet for
discussion on important, new
projects on Thtirsday at seven
p.m. in the Council chamber
at City Hall.
All citizens are invited to
attend the committee
meetings. Ideas for discussion
and involvement are
welcome. This Cammittee has
been concerned with many
local projects and the idea of a
City-County park began with
this group years ago, a
spokesman said.
Blood River BYW To
Hold Meet Thursday
The Baptist Young Women
of the Blood River Association
will meet Thursday, January
15, at-seven p.m. at the Hazel
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Judy Henninger,
director, urges, all members
and interested persons to
attend the meeting which was
postponed from last Thursday
due to the weather conditions.
Murray Educators Endorse Imes
As 'Friends Of Education' Here
Representative Kenny Imes
met recently with nine
teachers representing the
Murray Educators Public
Affairs Council (an affiliate of
the Murray Education
Association and its political
arm) to discuss his role in
implementing the legislative
program proposed by the
Kentucky Education
Association at its annual
Delegate Assembly last April.
In addition to Imes, those






Mrs. Ruth Howard, chairman,
MEPAC; and Building
Representatives of all the
schools in the Murray City
School System: Mrs. Lariette
Hunt, Mrs. Kay Peebles, Mrs.
Barbara Priddy, Mrs. Marilyn
Barksdale, and Bob Bear.
Imes expressed disap-
pointment that he was not
included in a recent list of
"Friends to Education" in the
Kentucky Legislature. This
list was published in the
Kentucky Education
Association's Newspaper.
lines assured the teachers
that he had always voted for
bills in the interest of
education, with the exception
of the one on Professional
Negotations proposed in the
last Assembly. He continued
that he would always support
bills which would benefit
education and that, with the
exception of PN, he endorsed
Budget Review Process Dealt
-Virtual Death Blow By The LRC
'F'RANKFORT, Ky. (ap )— The special legislative He questioned whether LRC;.
The ambitious budget review budget review committee resources should be directed
process undertaken by a spe- spent weeks prior to the at what he termed the
cial pre-session legislative session analyzing agency "valuable" task of preparing.
committee has been dealt a budget requests and drafting fiscal notes or "at a budget
virtual death blow, recommendations, draft that's not going to be in-
A resolution adopted Mon- Headed by Rep. Joe Clarke, troduced or passed.. .we can't
day by the Legislative Resear- D-Danville, the committee in- have both— that's the alter-
ch Commission clearly rules tended to produce an alterna- native Mr. Conn gives us.'
u.oul.further work by the LRC tive legislative budget in bill
staff on an alternative budget form. Clarke said he didn't in-
proposed by the committee. tend to pass the bill, but want-
In its resolution the LRC set ed to use it as a basis of com-
three priorities for its staff. It.......parision with the executive
admonished LRC Director budget.
Phil Conn "not to honor The LRC's resolution ties
requests for staff assistance Clarke's hands. It specifically
beyond the priorities listed," exempts preparation of any
except ts ordered by the corn- bill "aimed at establishing a
mission. state budget for a biennium"
The LRC is composed of 16 which it said "could not be
legislators from both Issues, honored without neglecting all
headed by Senate Preident other bill requests for a con-
Pro Tern Joe Prather, D-Vine siderable period."
Grove, and House Speaker Bill Just prior to the LRC meet-
Kenton, D-Lexington. The ing, Gov. Julian Carroll told
priorities: reporters at a news con-
-Drafting of appropriations ference that he is opposed to Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glas-
and revenue bills, resolutions, the preparation or in- gow, who served on the special
and amendments for in- troduction of any legislative committee said, "a house half
dividual legislators and for the budget and that there is not finished is worse than no
two standing committees on statutory or constitutional house at all," and suggested
appropriations and revenue. authority for such a that the legislative budget
—Review of the executive document. could be "the most valuable
budget bill and staffing of the Prather and House Majority fiscal note we have."
legislative hearings on that Leader Bobby Richardson, I)-
bill. Glasgow, both said they had
—Preparation of fiscal im- not spoken with the governor
pact statements on select on the subject.
bills, resolutions and amend- Richardson said the
ments to determine what ef- priorities were set by the LRC
fed passage might have on at the request of LRC Director
the state budget or the state Phil Conn.
revenue system and on local Richardson said 'Conn toldgovernmental units.
him the LRC staff was "quite
the entire list of legislative Health officials at the
goals. . American Cancer Society and
These goals have as their*, the Nationaal Cancer Institute
first priority raising per pupil are engaged in in-depth
expenditure and teachers' examinations of the death
salaries to the level of the records to determine the
seven surrounding states. cause of the sharp increase.
Imes cautioned the teachers It will take the better part of
that this might take four years a year, they believe, before a
to accomplish instead of detailed analysis of the
becoming a reality in the statistics will show what types
current biennium because of of cancer have become more
other commitments in the prevalent, what en-
State Budget. vironmental factors, if any,
As a result of this meeting, may be responsible, what
MEPAC feels it can, in good foods and food additives may
faith, endorse Representative be having an effect and
Kenny Imes as a "Friend of whether the cancer surge has
Education," a spokesman for been concentrated in par-
the group said. ticular sections of the country.
Carroll Sap State Won't Pay
Purchase Area
Foe - Busing Unless Ordered To Hog Market
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll says he
has no intention of going to jail
or becoming a "demagogue"
over the issue of court ordered
busing in Jefferson County but
that the state won't pay for it
unless ordered to do so by a
federal judge.
Carroll told reporters
Monday that his budget
proposal will include no funds
to support "forced busing" in
the Louisville-Jefferson
County school system, which
was ordered desegregated last
July under a plan that
requires more than 72,000
pupils to be bused.
Numerous outbreaks of
violence occurred after the
plan went into effect last
September.
The governor has filed suit
in U.S. District Court in
Louisville asking that the
federal government be forced
to pay the cost of financing
'busing in Jefferson County.
U.S. District Court Judge
James F. Gordon, who issued
the desegregation order,
refused last week to dismiss
that suit.
Carroll said his lawyers
have told him that Gordon
probably will rule on the suit
within 45 days. And, he said,
the outcome could determine
whether states or the federal
government, which orders
busing, should pay for that
means of integrating schools.
If the suit is dismissed,
Carroll said, it is likely that a
special session of the Ken-
tucky legislature will have to
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
353.8, down 0.2.
Below dam 322.4, down 1.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.0,
down 0.1.
Below dam 327.1, down 2.6.
Sunset 5:00. Sunrise 7:10.
Moon rises 1:04 p. m., sets
3:41 a. m. Tuesday.
be called to deal with the
issues of financing the school
system's busing plan.
"Obviously, I'll have to
abide by the rulings of the
court or go to jail," Carroll
said. "And most governors
that have been faced with the
question have found that going
to jail or standing in the
schoolhouse door doesn't stop
it, so I'm not going to be a
demagogue. I'm going to
respond to the orders of the
court."
However, Carroll said, he
has no "intention of throwing
up my hands and say, 'well,
look I guess we are going to
have to pay' and let the
federal Congress sit by and
say, 'well, we stopped federal
dollars from being used for
forced busing."
His suit seeks to strike down
a portion of a federal law that
prohibits the use of federal
money for busing unless a
school system specifically
requests it for that purpose.
"I will not include in my
executive budget nor will I
support any appropriation to
pay for forced busing,"
Carroll said.
He said many Kentuckians
believe erroneously that the
1976 session of the General
Assembly, which began here
last week, can do something to
halt court ordered busing.
"I think we need to clearly
point out that there are not
many things that can be done
in a state to address itself to
forced busing," he said.
Several antibusing bills
have been filed in the
legislature for this session, -
including one which would
allow parents freedom to send
their children to schools
nearest their homes. Carroll
declined to comment on that
measure until he said he had
time to review it.
"I'm very much upset over
a federal Congress who
far behind" in drafting bills
Cancer . . . and could not adequately per-. • form the duties requested of
(Continued from Page 1) them—especially after the
House leadership adopted
the State of Kentucky it was
rules requiring a fiscal
analysis of all significant
legislation.
Clarke appeared before the
commission to defend his pro-
posal for an alternative
budget, saying the document
could enable the General
Assembly to see "where
choices have been made."
"The data we produced is vi-
tal to the legislators' under-
standing of the budget," he
said. "I don't mind your prior-
ities, but let us complete the
work we started."
Richardson responded that
members of the Ap-
propriations and Revenue
Committee will have access to
the data developed by the
special committee, even
though it will not be in bill
form.
permits forced busing but who
proudly stands by and denies
any federal funds to be used to
support it," Carroll said. "I'm
trying to create an issue which
will require the Congress of
The United States to face it
squarely and require the
Congress ... to authorize the
use of federal funding."
Federal State Market News Service
January 13, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 307 Est. 300 Barrows &
GilLs .50 to .75 lower Sows .50-1.00 lower
US 1-2 200-730 lbs.  $48.50-49.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. . $48.00-48.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbe $47. 00-48.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $48.00-47.03
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 1211.00-38.50
US 1-3 soo-sselas. laame-asso
US 1-3 450450 lbs.  $38.00-39.00
US 13 300.500 lbs. 537.0348.00
Boars 38.50-30.00
Conn said afterward that the
LRC staff has completed
about 10 per cent of its work in
preparing the alternative
budget document and had
aimed for completion by early
February, about the same
time the governor's budget is
expected to be ready.
He said that although mate-
rial from the special com-
mittee's work will be
available to the General
Assembly, it will not be easily
accessable or presented in the
same comprehensive form
that the executive budget is.
Clarke said he was con-
vinced "we can have both
(fiscal notes and the
legislative budget)."
He expressed disap-
pointment after the meeting,
saying he doesn't know if
"anything can be salvaged" of
his committee's work.
Prather said afterward that
preparation of the legislative
budget -would overload the
printing plant" and he assured
reporters that in spite of the
LRC action, "we will look at
the budget as it has never been
looked at before."
Richardson commented af-
terward that the General
Assembly has more important
things to do" than draft a bill






Prices of storks of local interest et moo
today furniatied to the Ledger & Tapes by
L Simon Co. Ere ea follows
Airco 19% 4-%
Amer. Motors  -41i
Ashland Oil 22% -4fi
AT&T 52% +%
FOrti 47% +%
Gen. Motors 6144 -441
Gen. Tire 19% -Vs
Goodrich 22% +1/2
Guff oa ire +vs
Pennwalt 29% -%
Quaker Oats 19% -%
Republic Steel 30% -41i
Singer 11% -41i
Tappan 7 -%
Western Union 1644 one
Zenith 
Prier it stook of bad Moron 01 0000
EDT, today, tarnished to the Ledger
Times by First of Michigan, Corp. of
Murray , are u follows.




Union Carbide 48% unc
W. R. Grace 2644 -%
Texaco 2544 sic
Gerceral Flab.  — 5144 -4i
GAF Corp 12% -,14
Georgia Pacific 47% +%
Pfizer -%
Jim Waiters 40% At
Kirsch 15 4-24
Disney 53% +Vs
Franklin Mint 25 -1
Kaufman 4 Broad 
Ponderosa Systems 
Kimberly Clark
Carroll Denies Knowledge Of
Alleged Pike Co. Violations
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)—"I do not know of
anything at all about the ac-
cusations," Gov. Julian
Carroll says of published
reports of alleged violations in
a Democratic fund raising
driue in Pike County last year.
"I wish I did, because if I did
I would immediately make
that information available to
the attorney general of the
United States, the attorney
general of Kentucky and the
commonwealth attorney for
immediate prosecution,"
Carroll told reporters in a
news conference in his office
on Monday.
He commented in response
to a story in the Lowsville
Courier-Journal on
Thanksgiving Day which said
coal strip mine operators In
Pike County were solicited for
funds in the closing weeks of
Carroll's campaign for a full
four-year term.
The story, which was cop-
yrighted, quoted alleged con-
tributors and estimated the to-
tal funds raised are nearly
;500,000.
Last week, the Kentucky
Registry of Election Finance
in Louisville held a hearing in
Which witnesses testified
about the alleged violations.
Kyle Vance, the reporter
who wrote the story, declined
on grounds of confidentiality
to reveal his sources or to
identify persons connected
with the alleged fund
solicitations.
"Obviously I am at very
much of a disadvantage
because the Courier-Journal
reporter is the only one who
seemingly knows anything
about the accusation and the
reporter won't tell anything,"
Carroll said. "It can be com-
pletely untrue and the
C,ourier-Journal is not liable
and the reporter is not liable."
Asked if he thought the story
was libelous, Carroll replied,
"Absolutely.."
Carroll, sitting on the corner
of his desk during a news con-
ference, said he has tried to in-
vestigate the accusations him-
self and that "as far as I know
there is no substance of truth
in it.
"I've made a lot of effort by
every means available to
me," he said. "I have also
asked a number of people who '
live in Eastern Kentucky if
they have any information."
He said "quite frankly" he
believes the accusations were
"the result of increased en-
forcement of (the state) recl-
amation law.
"The subjects of our strong
reclamation enforcement
have run to the Courier-
Journal and made accusations
against us," Carroll said. "We
have not lessened en-
forcement of our reclamation
laws."
The governor said if any of
the allegations eventually
prove true he would take im-
mediate and severe action.
"If anybody did what they
have been accused of doing. I
am not aware of it," he said.
"If I can find out who it is, I
don't care who he is, I will see
that he is prosecuted, I don't
know what else I can do."
CLARIFICATION
A typographical error in last
Friday's report of the Murray
Common Council meeting
could have caused a false
impression concerning the
resignations of fireman
Kenneth W. Bucy and
policeman Phillip R. Simpson.
Both men resigned under
amicable conditions with the
city government.
CLOSING DATE
The closing date for the
acceptance of applications for
substitute rural carrier
vacancy at • the Kirksey
Postoffice will be Friday,




(Of The Murray Civic Music Association)
' Sunday Jan. 18— Paul and Take ging, violin and harp, 3p.
m. Lovett Auditorium, MSU campus.
Tuesday, Jan. 20— Carl Fudge, harpsichordist, 8 p.
University of Tennessee at Martin.
Tuesday, Jan. 27— Stecher and Horowitz, duo-pianist,
Paducah Tilghman Auditorium, 8p. m.
Thursday, Jan. 29— Western Michigan Brass Quintet, 8p.
, University of Tennessee at Martin.
Hayes Grady Assumes Ministry
Of Coldwater Church Of Christ
The new minister of the
Coldwater Church of Christ,
Hayes Grady, has moved to
Coldwater to assume his new
duties. He came to Coldwater
from Columbia, Miss., where
he was minister of the
Columbia Church of Christ.
A native of Union City, Tn.,
Mr. Grady attended the public
schools of Union City and
attended the University of
Tennessee at Martin and
Knoxville. He received his
Bachelor's degree from
Austin Peay State University,
Hayes Grady
Clarksville, Tn. He then did
graduate work at Murray
State University and at Delta
State University at Cleveland,
Miss. He received 3 Bachelor
of Sacred Literature degree at
International Bible College in
Florence, Alabama.
Bro. Grady has taught in the
public school systems of
Huntingdon and Jackson, Tn.
He was also part-time in-
structor in chemistry at
Jackson State Community
College. He has worked as an
indistrial chemist with Owens-
Corning Fiberglas Corp. and
Baxter - Travenol Labor-
atories. While attending
International Bible College, he
preached for the Killen
Church of Christ of Killen,




— An icy pavement and
several accidents blocked
Interstate 71 in both directions
before dawn today about 4
miles south of Carrollton.
Police said at least six
tractor-trailers and cars were
in accidents near the:Ky._ 55
interchange leading to the
English community. The
trucks jacknifed on a hill just
south of the interchange.
Two occupants of a car and
a trucker were injured, ap-
parently not seriously, and
were treated at a Carrollton
hospital.
At one time traffic was




(AP) — The American Associ-
ation of University Professors
will look into the firing of a his-
tory professor at Northern
Kentucky State College.
Dr. Helen Irvin, president of
the association's Kentucky
conference, said the probe
could lead to a national "cen-
sure" against Northern Ken-
tucky State, which would
mean top applicants for
teaching posts probably would
not seek them there.
Dr. Joseph Price, the
school's acting vice president
for community affairs, said
Monday the AAUP will in-
vestigate for possible
violations of academic
freedom in the firing of Dr.
Leslie C. Tihany last summer.
Price said Dr. Ralph Tesse-
neer, acting president of Nor-
thern Kentucky State, has
preaching engagement was in
Columbia, Miss.
Mr. Grady and his wife have
three children, Raymond, 11,
David, 9, and Vicki, 5. Mrs.
Grady is the former Marjorie
Jackson, also of Union City
Tn. She holds a Bachelor's
degree from the University of
Tennessee at Martin and she
did graduate work at the
University of Tennessee at
Knoxville. She has worked as
dietitian of the Montgomery
County General Hospital of
Clarksville, Tn. and as Title I
director for the Carroll County
Special School District in
Huntingdon, Tn. She has
conducted classes in personal
evangelism for ladles in
churches and at International
Bible College.
Mr. and Mrs. Grady -and
family now reside at the new
minister's residence on Medye
Lane in Coldwater.
The new minister's first
message to the congregation
was "Awake Thou That
Sleepest," Ephesians 5:14. He
invites the public to visit the
Church of Christ Mr Coldwater
and to call him at 489-2217
( home) or 489-2219 (office) if




(AP) — Two civilian employes
at Ft. Campbell's Army air
base were killed early today
when a civilian airplan:
making an emergency len, •
hit their vehicle, Ar •
spokesmen said.
The base public informati I
office identified the victims as
Cleland Bedwell, 42,
Clarksville, and Herbert Russ,
63, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Officers said the pilot,
William F. Long of Ohio, was
being treated at the base
hospital for lacerations and a
fractured hip.
They said Long, flying a
mail route from Lousiville,
Ky., to Paducah, Ky., radioed
the air base for permission to
make an emergency landing.
Cleland and Russ were
driving on an air base ramp to
the landing strip where they
thought the plane would come
down when the plane hit them,
said the officers.
They said the crash hap-
pened about 1,000 feet from
the runway and the Federal
Aviation Administration was
investigating.
Murray Bass Club To
Meet On Wednesday
The Murray Bass Club will
hold its regular monthly
meeting on Wednesday,
January 13, at 6: 30p. m. at the
Holiday Inn.
All members are urged to





Tihany, 54, former dis-
tinguished service professor
at the school, was fired July 21
after a board of regents in-
vestigation of charges of in-
competency brought by Frank
Steely, then president of the
college.
Tlhany accused Steely of
academic dishonesty and in-
terfering with faculty mem-
bers' rights, and Steely later
resigned during a regents' in-
vestigation of those charges.
Dr. Irvin said the investiga-
tion of Ilhany's firing will be
conducted by professors from
out-of-state universities and
the findings will be reported in
the AAUP national bulletin.
After the report, a vote will
be taken at the annual AAUP
national convention on
whether to censure Northern
Kentucky State, she said.
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